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THE 127TH BATTALION, C.E.F.:
2nd Battalion, Canadian Railway

Troops

23759 £11.99

Lt.-Col. H. M. Jackson, M.B.E.
2015 N & M Press reprint (original

pub c1930) SB 186 pp
Published Price £16

In November 1915 , the York Rangers
were granted permission to raise a
complete Bn. for service with the CEF.
Despite having already supplied twice
their pre-war establishment as drafts for
other CEF Bns, the Regiment found 1100
all ranks from York County, Southern
Ontario. As 127th Cdn Inf Bn, they
reached England in August 1916. Many of
the officers and other ranks had worked in
in the engineering and railway industries
so, when the Railway Construction Corps
was formed, the Bn was assigned to it as
2nd Bn,Cdn Railway Troops.
This book is an excellent account of its
work, usually under shellfire, constructing
light railway tracks at Bapaume, Messines,
Ypres, Arras Ect. In April 1918 it was
thrown into the line to fight as infantry.
Some officers are mentioned in the text,
and the appendixes are very detailed, but
the main interest is the coverage of combat
engineering. A Roll of Honour KIA,DOW,
DOD, WIA, and MIA, by year, Honours
and Awards, and a list of Officers
complete this history.

 AIR WAR OVER NORTH
VIETNAM

Operation Rolling Thunder

28604 £4.99

Stephen Emerson
Softback, 198 pages

Published Price £14.99

Emerson does an outstanding job of
outlining the complicated flashpoint of
Vietnam, well-written he articulates to
history buffs by remaining focused on
Operation Rolling Thunder, and the fight
for air supremacy.

 2nd BATTALION THE ESSEX
REGIMENT “ The Pompadours”

“D” Day to “VE” day in Northwest
Europe

23730 £6.99

A. A. Vince
2015 N & M Press reprint (original
pub c1946) SB 50 pp complete with
colour plate of Divisional signs & 4

Maps
Published Price £11.99

Battalion history of the 2nd Essex
Regiment, a unit who saw action at Gold
beach on D-day and, fought at Le Havre,
Caen and Arnhem. Contains many
photographs and a Roll of Honour.

 A HISTORY OF THE ROYAL
ARMY VETERINARY CORPS

1796-1919

28711 £16.99

Maj.Gen. Sir Frederick Smith
SB xi+268 pp  Illustrated full page

colour uniform plates & B&W
illustrations of personalities  2020
N&MP Reprint of Original Edition

Published Price £25

A fine Regimental History, with colour
uniform plates, rolls of officers present in
Peninsula, Waterloo & numerous other
campaigns.
During the First World War, the AVC
tripled its officers, and the number of other
ranks grew forty-fold. By 1918, nearly
half of all veterinary surgeons in Britain
were serving in the corps. Engaged on the
Western Front, at Gallipoli, Salonika,
Mesopotamia and Palestine, it treated sick
and wounded cavalry, transport and
artillery animals. It also diversified,
dealing with horses that had been gassed,
setting up four farriery schools, and even
treating camels in the Middle East.
Following the Armistice in 1918, it was
granted the 'Royal' prefix in recognition of
its service.

 A MAN CALLED PLENTY
HORSES

The Last Warrior of the Great
Plains War

28084 £2.99

Alan R. Hall
Hardback, 368 pages
Published Price £25

On January 7, 1891, in the immediate
aftermath to the assassination of Sitting
Bull and the massacre at Wounded Knee
Creek, an obscure Sioux Indian shot and
killed one Lieutenant Casey in cold blood.
This is the forgotten story of the civil trials
of Plenty Horses for the murder of the last
Whiteman to die in the Great Plains War,
trials that legally and dramatically
agonised over justifying criminal acts
committed during warfare.

 AIRBORNE FORCES OF THE
SECOND WORLD WAR 1939

-1945
Official History Of The Second

World War Army

26147 £18.99

Lieutenant-Colonel T.B.H. Otway DSO
SB  xii+468pp, with 21 maps (some
in colour) and 36 illustrations 2018

N
Published Price £29.99

Excellent official War Office account of
all airborne operations undertaken by the
Allies in WW2, including Arnhem, D-Day
and Bruneval. The author was best known
for his role as commander of the parachute
assault on the Merville Battery on D-Day.

 An Indian Summer of Steam

28450 £4.99

David Maidment
Hardback 288 pages
Published Price £25

Steam nostalgia with a good amount
of pictures of vintage equipment.

 ALONG O’MY OLD BROWN
MULE

R.A.V.C. History 1944-1947

28950 £5.99

 Major J. D. Parkinson
Softback, 68 pages with Maps &

Illustrations
Published Price £12.99

Very well produced history of the
activities of the RAVC during the Burma
Campaign of World War 2,giving a vivid
account of events during battle and the
important conurbation of transport animals
in achieving final victory.

 APACHE OVER LIBYA

27232 £3.99

Will Laidlaw
Hardback, 200 pages
Published Price £19.9

This book describes the pioneering sea-
based use of the Apache helicopter to fly
very hazardous missions over the well-
defended Libyan desert in the summer of
2011. Unlike Afghanistan and Iraq, the
enemy here had every antiaircraft weapon
dreaded by pilots; in this account the
quality of the aircraft and the fantastic
training and skill of the pilots was tested to
the absolute limits.
 BATTLE HONOURS AWARDED

FOR THE GREAT WAR.

3198 £3.95

 SB. 80pp. 2001 N&MP Reprint of
HMSO 1925 Original Edition

Published Price £7.95

Final list of battle honours awarded to
each regiment as published under Army
Order 55 of February 1925. This order
directed that “no further submissions
concerning the Great War battle honours
will be made.” Those to be borne on the
Colours or Appointments are shown in
bold print.

THE  AWARDS OF THE
LUFTWAFFE

27285 £99.99

Antonio Scapini
Hardback 304 pages colour

throughout

A new. title from B&D Publishing,for
those who have not had one of there titles
they are, according there publicity, “The
most comprehensive and detailed
reference books ever offered not only for
collectors of the German awards of World
War Two, but also for collectors of
militaria-related items in general. and are
unmatched in their innovative scientific
approach to identifying genuine examples
of Third Reich-era military decorations
and equipment”. Looking at there titles
this reviewer would find it hard to argue
this statement

THE BATTLE OF THE
DENMARK STRAIT

An Analysis of the Battle and the
Loss of HMS Hood

30164 £9.99

Daniel Knowles
Hardback 162 pages + plates

Published Price £22

Despite the wealth of documentary
information and photographic evidence
available on the battle, there continues to
be controversy as to how the conflict was
actually fought. This book analyses the
events of 24 May 1941 to both shed new
light and provide clarifications on how the
battle was fought, the damage that
different ships sustained, and how it was
that the pride of the Royal Navy was
destroyed in such a catastrophic manner.
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 BATTLEGROUND VERDUN
VERDUN THE LEFT BANK

27605 £3.99

Christina Holstein
Softback, 176 pages

Published Price £12.99

The book includes a plethora of historical
and modern black & white photos, it’s a
very well researched and a nicely done
battlefield guide from a popular series.

 BAY OF PIGS
CIA’s Cuban Disaster, April 1961

28071 £4.99

Phil Carradice
Softback, 136 pages

Published Price £14.99

Perhaps not in casualties but as far as
prestige and standing in the world were
concerned, the Bay of Pigs invasion of
1961 was the worst disaster to befall the
USA since the War of 1812 when British
forces burned the White House. With a
cast of players including Fidel Castro,
Nikita Khrushchev and John F. Kennedy,
the Cuban Missile Crisis was an almost
inevitable consequence.
 BRITISH REGIMENTS 1914-18

3251 £7.99

by Brig EA James.
2001reprint by Naval and Military

Press  SB. 140pp
Published Price £17.95

Valuable source that lists each WW1
battalion, formations they served in, dates
formed & where & when they served.

THE BELGIANS IN THE
HABSBURG ARMY

Regiments and Military Personnel
of the Austrian Netherlands, 1756

-18151

30155 £95.00

Prof. Dr. Bruno Colson, Dr. Pierre
Lierneux

Hardback, 416 pages, approx 1200
photographs and illustrations

The Belgians in the Austrian Habsburg
Army of the 18th century seems to have
been completely forgotten. They enjoyed a
very great reputation, however, and their
numbers included seventeen field-
marshals and about fiflty generals. Belgian
units were identified as such: they were
called “Walloon” recruited in the “Low
Countries”. They were five infantry
regiments , the free corps, a regiment of
cavalry, artillery and engineers, a real
embryo of a complete national army.

THE BATTLE FOR THE
MAGINOT LINE 1940

27819 £5.99

Clayton Donnell
Hardback, 296 pages
Published Price £25

The role that France's Maginot Line
played in the defeat of France by the
German Army in May and June of 1940
may be one of the most misunderstood
aspects of World War II history. This book
first introduces us to the Maginot Line by
succinctly describing its pre-war
construction and organisation. It then
moves to a discussion of Maginot Line in
combat and quickly dispels the myth that
the Germany Army simply bypassed the
Line on its way to victory.

 BETWEEN HOSTILE SHORES
Mediterranean Convoys 1941-1942

30137 £5.99

Michael Pearce, Edward Staples
Softback, 360 pages
Published Price £17

Shores exposes the appalling tactical risks
that were taken, of strategic necessity,
during the Mediterranean convoy battles
of 1941-1942. This work contains two
Naval Staff History Battle Summaries.
These describe the major Mediterranean
and Malta convoy operations,

 BIAFRA GENOCIDE: NIGERIA
Bloodletting and Mass Starvation

1967-1970

28405 £3.99

Al J. Venter
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £12.99

During the two and half years of the war,
there were about 100,000 overall military
casualties, while between 500,000 and 3
million Biafran civilians died of
starvation.The United Kingdom and the
Soviet Union were the main supporters of
the Nigerian government, while France,
Israel and some other countries supported
Biafra.

THE BIG BLOCKADE

26148 £11.99

E. Keble Chatterton
Softback 287 pages

Published Price £17.99

Germany was supremely vulnerable to the
Royal Navy choking off its lifelines. After
the Battle of Jutland in 1916 had confined
Germany’s High Seas Fleet to port, the
tightening blockade became ever more
effective, progressively causing the
regulation of food prices, rationing, and
finally the dreadful ‘Turnip Winter’ of
1917 in which its hungry population was
reduced to eating the eponymous
vegetable, and brewing ersatz coffee from
acorns. 750,000 Germans starved to death,
and the collapse in civilian morale led to
social revolution, mutinies in the Fleet and
Army, and finally to Germany suing for
armistice terms.

 CRECY 1346: A TOURISTS’
GUIDE

27399 £3.99

Peter Hoskins, Richard Barber
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £14.99

On 26 August 1346, near the village of
Crecy in northern France, Edward III's
outnumbered English army confronted the
French forces of Philip VI and won one of
the most remarkable battles of the
Hundred Years War. Edward's victory had
a major impact on the course of the
conflict, and it ranks alongside Poitiers
and Agincourt as a landmark in the history
of medieval warfare. And now, thanks to
this detailed, highly illustrated guide,
visitors can explore the battlefield for
themselves and retrace the entire course of
the Crecy campaign. Peter Hoskins and
Richard Barber set Edward's victory
within the context of the Hundred Years
War and provide a graphic account of the
battle.

 BISMARCK
The Chase and Sinking of Hitler’s

Goliath

30138 £5.99

GH Bennett, R. Bennett, E Bennett
Softback, 160 pages
Published Price £17

Bismarck was the most formidable surface
ship in Hitler's fleet. Displacing over
55,000 tons when fully loaded and armed
with eight 38-cm guns in four main turrets,
she was a formidable piece of German
naval engineering. Sunk on her first and
only war cruise, 27 May 1941, this great
victory for the Royal Navy.

THE  BLACK PHALANX
A History of the Negro Soldiers
of the United States in the wars

of 1775-1812 & 1861-1865

28223 £15.99

Joseph T. Wilson late Louisiana Native
Guard Volunteers & 54th Massachusetts

Regiment
SB 528 pp with 64 B&W illustrations
2020 N&MP Reprint of 1888 Edition.

Published Price £28

The bulk of Wilson's compelling book
concerns African Americans military
service during the American Civil War,
including the free Blacks who served in
the Confederate army: "Descriptions of a
number of the battles in which Negro
troops took part in the late war of the
Rebellion, are given to call attention to the
unsurpassed carnage which occurred, and
to give them proper place in the war's
history rather than to present a critical
account of the battles.”

THE BLACK SHIP

30182 £3.99

Dudley Pope
Softback, 368 pages

Published Price £15.99

Recounts the worst mutiny in British
Naval history, that off HMS Hermione
whose crew mutinied on 21 Sept. 1797
killing the sadistic Captain Pigot and most
of his officers. The remaining crew sailed
the ship to Spain where it was refitted as
the Santa Cecilia but was recaptured in
1799 at Puerto Cabello harbour by Captain
Edward Hamilton, leading 100 English
sailors in six open boats in one of the most
brilliant cutting-out expeditions in naval
history.

 BOMBER OFFENSIVE

28908 £4.99

Arthur Travesrs Harris
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

Compared to the memoirs of
contemporaries such as Alexander,
Montgomery, Slim, and Cunningham,
page after page of Harris' book
reverberates with ferocious,
uncompromising blasts. Whether these
prove Harris was always as right as he
believed, or even that he was correct in his
single-minded pursuit of area bombing, is
best left to the reader to decide.

THE BOY AIRMAN
An Absolute Stranger to Fear

27533 £3.99

Richard Petty
Hardback, 192 pages

Published Price £19.99

A Great War, Royal Naval Air Service
biography, recording an age when young
men rushed to try new skills and offer
themselves for duty in their country's
defence.
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 BRAVERY AWARDS FOR
AERIAL COMBAT

Stories Behind the C. G. M. .

28909 £5.99

Alan W. Cooper
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

The story of one of the rarest bravery
awards - the Conspicuous Gallantry Medal
(Flying) - won by only 110 brave airmen
who carried out heroic deeds from the
Second World War to Vietnam. An
inspiring tribute to gallantry in the air

 BRITAIN’S SEA SOLDIERS
A History of the Royal Marines &

Their Predecessors & of Their
Services in Action, Ashore &

Afloat, & Upon Sundry Other
Occasions of Moment

23059 £35.00

Col.Cyril Field
2014 N & M Press reprint (original

pub 1924). SB.  x+324 pp., 11 colour
plates, numerous b/w plates &

sketches & x+357 pp., 12 colour
plates, numerous b/w plates &

sketches
Published Price £45

For 350 years the Royal Marines have
been in the front line of British military
history on land and sea. This handsome,
lavishly illustrated history by Col. Cyril
Field covers the marines’ first 250 years,
up to the Great War, and includes such
campaigns and actions as the siege of
Gibraltar, the Glorious First of June, St
Vincent, the Nile and Trafalgar as well as
the ‘little Wars’ of the 19th century. Books
to treasure and cherish.

THE BRITISH AEROSPACE
HAWK

A Photographic Tribute

28178 £3.99

Michael Leek
Hardback, 208 pages
Published Price £30

With the emphasis on photographing the
Hawk in a low level environment Michael
Leek celebrates the Hawk through 279
digital photographs.

BRITISH RAILWAYS AND THE
GREAT WAR ORGANISATION,
EFFORTS, DIFFICULTIES AND

ACHIEVEMENTS

28710 £38.00

Edwin A Pratt
2020 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1902).  Two volumes Softback

xx+1194pp in total + 72 B&W
Illustrations & 23 Map & Diagrams

In 1912 the British did not anticipate
fighting a war on their own soil, but did
anticipate the use of the railways as a
massive facilitator for troops in the
forthcoming European war. The author
had access to official information when
compiling this important semi-official
work, which covers all aspects from the
preparations for war in 1912 until the end
of the Railway Executive Committee
control in 1921. In addition to a general
survey there is an account for each major
railway company. Much technical
information is included throughout this
monumental work of reference.

 BRITISH SUBMARINES AT
WAR 1914-1918

27261 £3.99

Edwyn Gray
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £12.99

Originally published in 1970 and was out
of print for many years, this book has
earned its place as a classic of submarine
history by an author with an international
reputation for being second-to-none in
evoking the claustrophobic horror of war
beneath the waves.

 BRITISH WIDOWS OF THE
FIRST WORLD WAR
The Forgotten Legion

28048 £4.99

Andrea Hetherington
Hardback, 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

This a more riveting than you think the
subject would allow. Hetherington’s study
gives us a fascinating insight into the way
in which the armed services and the
government regarded war widows after the
Great War.

 FINNISH JET COLOURS

28712 £14.99

Kyosti Partonen
Hardback, 280 pages
Published Price £40

This work is based on almost 40 years of
study of Finnish Air Force aircraft external
finish and markings. It started from model
building and searching references, then
widening to more systematic
photographing of the aircraft and ending in
various archives.

 BUREAUCRATS IN
BATTLEDRESS

A History of the Ministry of Food
Home Guard

23430 £7.99

Henry Smith
2015 N & M Press reprint SB

Published Price £11.50

Unit history of perhaps the most unusual
of the Home Guard’s 1,000 battalions. The
‘bureaucrats in battledress’ were the staff
of the vital Ministry of Food - evacuated
to North Wales from Whitehall because of
the Blitz, they became the 11th
Denbighshire battalion, though none came
from the local area.

BUSH FIGHTING
Illustrated by Remarkable

Actions and Incidents of the
Maori War in New Zealand

28227 £9.99

Major-General Sir James Edw. Alexander
SB xv+326 pp with  B&W maps,
plans, & woodcuts  2020 N&MP

Reprint of 1873 Edition.
Published Price £18

This is an authoritative book, both as a
military history of the second Maori War
of 1860-66 and also serving as a useful
instruction in the art of Bush Fighting.
During this campaign the Maoris proved
to be a formidable enemy, with their
knowledge of the bush and well-fortified
‘pahs’ (fortified settlements). British and
Colonial casualties were heavy; the British
catastrophe at Gate Par is given coverage.
Usefully for the medal collector and
genealogist, many officers and men are
brought to our attention for their courage
and discipline.

 C-130 HERCULES: A HISTORY

28592 £7.99

Martin W. Bowman
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

The C-130 has also been used as a combat
aircraft, most famously as a gunship
starting in Vietnam, but also as an ECM
aircraft, on psychological warfare duties,
and even as a rather impromptu bomber!
This book also covers the C-130's service
with Australia, New Zealand and Great
Britain.

THE CAMOUFLAGE HELMETS
OF THE WEHRMACHT

VOLUME II

27694 £110.00

Paul C Martin
Hardback, 286 pages

The Camouflage Helmets of the
Wehrmacht, Vol. II by Paul C. Martin
finalizes the comprehensive view of
German camouflage helmets of World
War II. The chapters include netted
camouflage helmets, combinations of
camouflage, a selective gallery, helmets
with provenance, and an extensive
discussion of German helmet liners. Never
before has the interested collector be
presented with a more detailed look at this
interesting aspect of the hobby. As a
stand-alone or together with Volume I this
compilation will most likely never be
surpassed. Large format 8.5 x 11", 286
pages in full colour.
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CAMPAIGN IN EUROPE .The
Story of The 10th Bn. The

Highland Light Infantry (City of
Glasgow Regiment) 1944-1945

28354 £18.00

RT Johnston - DN Steward - Rev A Ian
Dunlop

2020 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1950.) Softback 78 pp with 12

maps (In colour)

This is good fighting Battalion history,
covering the 10th Battalion HLI during the
advance from Normandy to the Elbe via
Holland, the Ardennes and on to the defeat
of Germany.
A very readable, and useful WW 2
Highland Battalion History. Complete
with 12 colour maps (based on the official
sheets).

THE CAMPAIGN OF 1870-1871
Operations of The First Army
under General von Manteuffel,
Comprising the Period from the

Capitulation of Metz to the Fall of
Peronne. Compiled from the

Official War Documents of the HQ
of the First Army

24524 £7.99

Count Hermann von Wartensleben Col. in
the Gen. Staff. Trans. by Col. C.H. von

Wright, Chief of General Staff, 8th Army
Corps.

2016 N & M Press reprint (original
pub 1873). SB. vii + 227 pp + 2

colour Maps
Published Price £12.50

An important and detailed account by a
German staff officer of the operations of
the First Army in the 1870-71 Franco-
Prussian War. Fighting in the Somme and
Picardy, the army took part in such actions
as Amiens, Bapaume and Buchy before
besieging Peronne.

THE CANADIAN “EMMA GEES”
A history of the Canadian Machine

Gun Corps

23760 £9.99

Lt. Col. C. S. Grafton
2015 N & M Press reprint (original
pub 1938) SB 218 pp with maps &

Illustrations
Published Price £18

Excellent coverage of the raising and
subsequent services of the Corps and of its
many sub-units. Numerous nominal rolls
of officers in text, Company by Company,
and as at 22 February 1918. The
organisation of the Corps is explained in
tabular form. This is a very helpful record.

 CANADIAN EXPEDITIONARY
FORCE 1914-1919

The Official History Of The
Canadian Army In The First

World War

26162 £19.99

Colonel GWL Nicholson, CD., Army
Historical Section

xii+621 pp with maps some in
colour 2018 N&MP Reprint of

Original Edition
Published Price £38

This is the best source of information,
allowing a broad insight into the Canadian
military achievements during the Great
war, it is essential to the research of the
CEF effort during the Great War.
Nicholson’s history is first class, well
written and totally authoritative, with
excellent supporting maps. With glossary,
Bibliography,Index, Apps: including lists
of units serving in France and Flanders at
November 1918, notes on the battles
fought, distinguishing flashes of Canadian
units in the field.

 CANNON’S Historical Record of
The Eleventh or The North Devon

Regiment Of Foot 1685-1845

28832 £5.99

Compiled by Richard Cannon principal
clerk Adjutant-General's office

SB viii+88pp  Illustrated with three
colour  plates two of uniform & one
of colours 2020 N&MP Reprint of

1845 Original Edition
Published Price £9.99

This ‘Cannon’ covers, in its usual
consistent format, a regiment that was
awarded battle honours for Dettingen,
Salamanca, Pyrenees, Nivelle, Nive,
Orthes, Toulouse and Peninsula.
 CANNON’S Historical Record of

The Fifty-Sixth, or The West Essex
Regiment of Foot 1755-1844

28830 £5.99

Compiled by Richard Cannon principal
clerk Adjutant-General's office

SB viii+62pp  Illustrated with two
colour plates uniform & colours 2020

N&MP Reprint of 1854 Original
Edition

Published Price £9.99

This ‘Cannon’ covers, in its usual
consistent format, a regiment that saw
active service in Cuba at the capture of
Havana in the Seven Years’ War and was
later part of the garrison during the Great
Siege of Gibraltar in the American
Revolutionary War. During the French
Revolutionary Wars, it fought in the
Caribbean and then in Holland.

THE FATEFUL BATTLE LINE
The Great War Journals and

Sketches of Captain Henry Ogle
MC

26277 £2.99

Michael Glover
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £12.99

The diaries of front-line soldiers of the
Great War are relatively commonplace;
contemporary drawings and paintings,
other than those by the official war artists,
are less so. What is extraordinary about
The Fateful Battle Line is that it combines
a journal of infantry service on the
Western Front with sketches and finished
work made at the time, often illustrating
places, people and incident from the text.
Henry Ogle was a trained artist, and one
who, in his writing, fused the vividness of
the painter's eye for detail with a writer's
precision and awareness. Commissioned
from the ranks, twice wounded, his
gallantry rewarded with the Military
Cross.

 CANNON’S Historical Record of
The Seventy-Fourth Regiment,

Highlanders 1787-1850

28829 £5.99

Compiled by Richard Cannon principal
clerk Adjutant-General's office

SB xl+146pp  Illustrated with three
colour plates two of uniform, one of

colours,  2020 N&MP Reprint of
1850 Original Edition
Published Price £9.99

This ‘Cannon’ covers, in its usual
consistent format, a Childers Reform
amalgamated Regiment, that saw active
Indian service in the late 18th century,
then on to action in the Peninsular War
including Bussaco: Fuentes de Oñoro, The
Sieges of Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajoz:
Battle of Vitoria. It then pursued the
French army into France and saw action at
the Battle of the Pyrenees.

 CANNON’S Historical Record of
The Thirteenth, The First Somerset

Regiment of Foot 1685-1848

28831 £5.99

Compiled by Richard Cannon principal
clerk Adjutant-General's office

SB xxxvi+128pp  Illustrated with
three colour plates,uniform, colours,
& captured standard 2020 N&MP
Reprint of 1857 Original Edition

Published Price £9.99

This ‘Cannon’ covers, in its usual
consistent format, a regiment that saw
distinguished and arduous service in Egypt
1801, on Martinique 1809, and in the First
Anglo-Afghan War, where, in October
1841, an uprising broke out. The 13th
found itself engaged in operations against
the rebels who had taken the capital,
Kabul. In November 1841, the regiment
was forced to retreat to the fortified town
of Jalalabad. The town was soon encircled,
leading to a lengthy siege. In April of the
following year, the 13th broke the siege
and defeated the Afghan forces; campaign
medals were awarded for this action.

 CASUALTIES SUSTAINED by
BRITISH ARMY in THE
KOREAN WAR 1950-53.

3276 £4.99

Compiled by the Times Newspaper
85pp. SB

Published Price £9.95

Lists of killed, wounded and missing by
regiments. Compiled from lists published
by The Times newspaper during the War.

 CELER ET AUDAX: A Sketch of
the Services of the Fifth Battalion
Sixtieth Regiment (Rifles) During
the Twenty Years of its Existence

28730 £9.99

G Rigaud
SB xv+291pp  With three illustrations

& Returns of Killed Wounded &
Missing  2020 N&MP Reprint of

1879 Original Edition
Published Price £16.99

The Fifth Battalion lasted from 1797
-1818.It served with distinction through
the whole of the Peninsular War from
Roleia to Toulouse The first four
battalions had been raised as regular line
battalions, but in 1797 a 5th battalion had
been raised on Barbados, with additional
companies formed on the Isle of Wight,
and equipped entirely with rifles. The
troops of the 5th battalion were so
effective that Sir Arthur Wellesley
recommended their use to the divisional
commanders describing them as the "most
useful, active and brave troops in the field"

 GALLANTRY IN ACTION
Airmen Awarded the Distinguished

Flying Cross and Two bars 1918
-1955

28026 £4.99

Norman Franks
Hardback, 182 pages

Published Price £17.99

Within the covers of this book recorded
for the first time together are the mini-
biographies of all sixty Airmen Awarded
the Distinguished Flying Cross and Two
bars 1918-1955 along with the citations
that accompanied their awards, or in some
cases the recommendations for them. Also
recorded are citations for other decorations
such as the Distinguished Service Order, et
al. The recommendations were often
longer than the actual citations themselves,
and during periods of large numbers of all
types of awards, these citations did not
make it into the London Gazette, recording
name of the recipient only. As the reader
will discover, the range of airmen who
received the DFC and Two Bars, cover
most of the ambit of WWII operations, be
they fighter pilots, bomber pilots, night-
fighter aircrew, aircrew navigators,
engineers, etc, or reconnaissance pilots.
Each has interesting stories, proving, if
proof be needed, their gallantry in action.
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THE CHICKAMAUGA
CAMPAIGN

Barren Victory: The Retreat into
Chattanooga, the Confederate
Pursuit, and the Aftermath of
the Battle, September 21 to

October 20, 1863

25871 £5.99

David A. Powell
Hardback 379 pages
Published Price £25

An excellent, comprehensive account of
the aftermath of one of the key campaigns
of the American Civil War. If you have
Powells first two books about the battle
the last book is a must. The aftermath is
necessary to understanding how a great
battlefield victory, was not so great. The
commanding generals on both sides made
major mistakes.

 CHRISTMAS TRUCE BY THE
MEN WHO TOOK PART

Letters From The 1914  Ceasefire
On The Western Front

30146 £11.99

Mike Hill
Hardback, 246 pages + plates

Published Price £25

This is the largest collection ever drawn
together of letters sent home by the
officers and soldiers who laid down their
guns and shook hands with their foes. The
eye opening accounts of the unofficial
armistice between German and British
forces capture the trepidation and
exhilaration, the curiosity, anger, joy and
despair of that first Christmas on the
unforgiving battlegrounds of the Great
War.

A CHRONOLOGY OF ANCIENT
GREECE

25961 £2.99

Timothy Venning
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

This book offers a coherent narrative of
the politico-military history of ancient
Greece. It commences with the necessarily
approximate course of events in Bronze
and early Iron Age, as estimated by the
most reliable scholarship plus the
legendary accounts of this period. From
the Persian Wars onwards, a year-by-year
chronology is constructed from the ancient
historical sources. Where possible a day-
by-day narrative is given.

THE CLOUDS REMEMBER

27684 £11.99

Leonard Bridgman with Commentary by
Oliver Strewart MC, AFC

Softback
Published Price £15.99

Leonard Bridgman’s atmospheric wash
paintings with Oliver Stewart's lively
commentary on these Great War machines
make this an aviation classic.

 CLUB ROUTE IN EUROPE
The Story of 30 Corps in the

European Campaign.

22858 £12.99

R. Gill & J. Groves
2014 N & M Press reprint (original

pub 1946). SB. 189 pp + 14 Maps in
colour + 14 B&W Illustrations

Published Price £18

30 Corps was heavily involved in the
closing campaigns of the Second World
War in Europe, starting when its 50th
(Northumbrian) Division landed on Gold
Beach on D-day. It helped to clear the
Cotentin peninsular in Operation Bluecoat
and, after General Brian Horrocks took
over command, it took part in Operation
Market Garden at Arnhem, and the
crossing of the Rhine into the German
heartland. A superb unit history of these
often difficult and bloody operations.

 COLD WAR JET COMBAT
Air-to-Air Jet Fighter Operations

1950-1972

27398 £5.99

Martin Bowman
Hardback, 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is a compelling, well-researched and
highly informative study of a particularly
dynamic era in aviation history.

 COLD WAR: MALAYAN
EMERGENCY

Triumph of the Running Dogs 1948
-1960

27563 £3.99

Gerry Van Tonder
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

The "Malayan Emergency" was originally
the colonial government's term for this
guerilla conflict, 519 Commonwealth
personnel were killed during the fighting
against the communist guerrillas. It is also
remembered by the book and film“The
Virgin Soldiers” that saw the conflict
through the eyes of a young National
Serviceman.

THE COLDITZ HOSTAGES
Hitler’s VIP Pawns

28507 £6.99

Giles Romily, Michael Alexander
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

Giles Romilly and Michael Alexander
were amongst a select group of prisoners
of war who were segregated from the other
prisoners and were labelled the
Prominente. The authors recount their
varied experiences in captivity. Romilly, a
journalist covering the Norway Campaign,
was captured at Narvik in April 1940.
Alexander was taken in August 1942 when
engaged in a raid behind the German lines
in North Africa. In due course, because of
their family connections to people of
influence, both of them ended up in an
isolation area of Colditz Castle.

 COMPANION TO THE ANGLO-
ZULU WAR

30184 £5.99

Ian Knight
Hardback 272 pages

Published Price £19.99

The Anglo-Zulu War was a defining
episode in British imperial history, and it
is still a subject of intense interest. The
Zulu victory at Isandlwana, the heroic
British defence of Rorke's Drift and the
eventual British triumph are among the
most closely researched events of the
colonial era. In this historical companion,
Ian Knight, one of the foremost authorities
on the war and the Zulu kingdom,
provides an essential reference guide to a
short, bloody campaign that had an
enduring impact on the history of Britain
and southern Africa. He gives succinct
summaries of the issues, events, armies
and individuals involved. His work is an
invaluable resource for anyone who is
interested in the history of the period, in
the operations of the British army in
southern Africa, and in the Zulu kingdom.

 CONVOY SC122 AND HX229
Climax of the Battle of the Atlantic,

March 1943

27115 £3.99

Martin Middlebrook
Softback, 352 pages

Published Price £14.99

In just 20 days in March 1943, the U-boat
Wolf Packs sunk almost 100 merchant
ships - threatening to cut Britain’s vital
Atlantic lifeline. The climax came when
two convoys set out from New York, and
Admiral Donitz deployed 42 U-boats to
ambush them. Nearly 30 ships and seven
U-boats were lost in the ensuing battle
which in r retrospect can be seen as the
climax of the Battle of the Atlantic. This
book tells the enthralling and
heartbreaking story of one of the Second
World War’s crucial turning points.

 DARK SEAS
The Battle for Cape Matapan

30139 £5.99

J. E. Harrold
Softback, 160 pages
Published Price £17

The most decisive engagement between
surface ships in the Mediterranean during
World War II was undoubtedly the Battle
of Cape Matapan (27 29 March, 1941).
This Battle Summary, written post war,
draws on reports of action on both sides,
and insight into one of the last fleet
engagements in naval history.

 DEATH OR GLORY
The 17th/21st Lancers 1922-1993

30145 £18.99

kevin
Hardback, 432 pages
Published Price £40

During its seventy-one years of existence,
the 17th/21st Lancers became one of the
best known British cavalry regiments of
all time. Beloved by the Press as the
'Death or Glory Boys', their renowned
skull and crossbones 'Motto', was one of
the most recognised cap badges of the
British Army. This volume, written by a
former member of the Regiment, tells their
complete story for the first time; much of
which is in the words of those who served.
The Regiment's role during the Second
World War on the Home Front, in North
Africa and Italy; Austria; Greece, and
Palestine in the aftermath of the war; its
four years of service in Northern Ireland at
the height of the 'Troubles'; and the Gulf
War, where one of its crews achieved the
longest ever direct-fire tank kill, are all
covered in considerable detail. Personal
accounts add colour to descriptions of
routine life for a cavalry regiment in Egypt
and India; and an armoured regiment
during the Cold War, serving in Germany,
Hong Kong, Libya, Yemen and Belize.
Eleven sketch maps and 128 photographs
illustrate the text. Appendices include, a
definitive Roll of Honour; all
Commanding Officers, Colonels of the
Regiment and RSMs.
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THE CRIMEAN WAR 
THEN AND NOW 

 

This book is a combination of history, geography 
and travelogue. It is well written and one can 
only be impressed by the effort of its author. 

Published by Frontline in 2017 at £35.00,  
we have it on limited offer at £5.99. 

 

An extremely useful  
390-page hardback, The 
Crimean War Then and Now 
surveys of the actions on 
the Crimean peninsula. 
The locations of the great 
battles of the Alma, 
Balaclava, Inkerman and 
the Allied batteries and 
encampments of the siege 
lines in front of Sevastopol 
are all presented in 
impressive full colour and 
have detailed explanations 
of the significance of each 
set of images. 

Following repeated 
visits to the Crimea over a 
number of years, Dr David 
Jones, with the help of 
local guides, was able to 
identify and photograph 
every important location 
related to one of the 19th 
century’s most deadliest 
conflicts. These have been 
set beside original 
paintings and 
photographs to produce  
a collection of some of the 
most fascinating images 

ever seen of the Crimean War.  
With detailed explanations of the significance of  

the images, placed within the context of the war,  
The Crimean War Then and Now provides the reader with 
an unprecedented visual record. Dr Jones’ major work is 
regarded as the definitive pictorial study of the war on 
the Crimean peninsula.

Hardback, 236 pages  •  Product code:  28049 
Published at £19.99  •  Our price: £3.99

BLOODY BULLECOURT 
 

The Battles of Bullecourt, on 11 April 1917 and 3 May 
1917, involved huge losses and invoked a sense of distrust 
between Australian troops and British commanders. Some 
of the heaviest criticism came from General John Monash 
who wrote: ‘Our men are being 
put into the hottest fighting and 
are being sacrificed in hair-brained 
ventures, like Bullecourt and 
Passchendaele …’ 

In April–May 1917 the sleepy 
hamlet of Bullecourt in Northern 
France became the focus of two 
battles involving British and 
Australian troops. Given the 
unique place in Australia’s military 
history that both battles occupy, 
surprisingly little has been written 
on the AIF's achievements at Bullecourt. Bloody  
Bullecourt seeks to remedy this gasping omission.

Hardback, 440 pages  •  Product code:  28077 
Published at £30.00  •  Our price: £3.99

Hardback  •  390 pages 
Product code:  27804 

Published at £35.00  •  Our price: £5.99

DEATH OF A DIVISION 
Eight Days in March 1918 and the Untold Story of the 66th 

(2nd East Lancashire) Division. Well produced, well researched 
and readable, taken from the Official War Diaries and surviving 

accounts, this history's intention is to tell the story as it 
happened with the loss of command the central theme. 

Well produced, well researched and 
readable, taken from the Official War 
Diaries, and surviving accounts, this 
histories intention is to tell the story as 
it happened with the loss of command 
the central theme. 

It can be a difficult beast untangling 
the movements and actions of the 
different units from the war diaries 
and other sources, but Martin manages 
to unpick the various elements to give 
a well-rounded and researched 
account of the chaotic actions during 
this timecrippling casualties. One of 
those was the 66th (East Lancashire) Division which lost more 
than 7,000 men. Effectively destroyed, the division had to be 
withdrawn from the line to be rebuilt.
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 DEFENSIVE MEASURES
AGAINST GAS ATTACKS 1917

28160 £6.50

War Office 1917
SB 52pp  Illustrated with line

drawings 2020 N&MP Reprint of
1917 Edition.

Gas was a very effective way of attacking
the enemy without direct contact, and
attacks were the thing soldiers in the
trenches feared over anything. This
manual originally published by the War
Office in February 1917, covers topics
including the nature of gas: attacks, types,
projectiles, personal anti-gas equipment &
general precautions & observations.

 DOUBLE AGENT CELERY
MI5’s Crooked Hero

28619 £6.99

Carolinda Witt
Hardback, 281 pages
Published Price £25

With Britain braced for a German
invasion, MI5 recruited Walter Dicketts, a
former officer of the Royal Naval Air
Force—and a known con artist—as a
double agent. Codenamed Celery, Dicketts
was sent to Lisbon with the mission of
persuading the Germans he was a traitor
and then extracting crucial secrets. Once
there, the Nazis brought Dicketts to
Germany, where he had to outwit his
interrogators in Hamburg and Berlin
before returning to Britain as, in the Nazis’
eyes, a German spy.

THE DOWNFALL OF PREMPEH
A Diary of Life with the Native

Levy in Ashanti, 1895-1896

24527 £8.99

Maj.-Gen Robert Baden-Powell
2016 N&M Press reprint (original

pub 1898). SB. 198 pp. + illustrations
Published Price £11.50

A fascinating and definitive account of the
fourth Ashanti ‘war’ in 1895-96 written
and illustrated by the future hero of
Mafeking and founder of the Scout
movement, Maj-Gen. Robert Baden-
Powell. The conflict was a rapacious
British colonial expedition to take control
of the gold-and rubber-rich west African
Ashanti kingdom. Though bloodless,
eighteen soldiers died of disease and 50%
fell sick.

 EARLY SHIPS AND
SEAFARING

Water Transport Beyond Europe

28475 £5.99

Sean McGrail
Hardback, 176 pages

Published Price £19.99

In this volume Professor Sean McGrail
introduces the reader to a relatively new
branch of Archaeology - the study of water
transport - how early rafts, boats and ships
were built and used. Concepts, such as
boat building traditions, ship stability and
navigation without instruments, are first
described. Archaeological research is then
discussed, including sea levels in earlier
times, how to distinguish the vestigial
remains of a cargo vessel from those of a
fighting craft; and the difference between
a boat and a ship.

EMPEROR ALEXANDER
SEVERUS

Rome's Age of Insurrection, AD
222–235

28445 £5.99

John S. McHugh
Hardback 320 pages
Published Price £25

Alexander Severus' is full of controversy
and contradictions. He came to the throne
through the brutal murder of his cousin,
Elagabalus, and was ultimately
assassinated himself. The years between
were filled with regular uprisings and
rebellions, court intrigue (the Praetorian
Guard slew their commander at the
Emperor's feet) and foreign invasion.

 EMPERORS OF ROME : THE
MONSTERS

From Tiberius to Elagabalus AD 14
-222

28519 £3.99

Paul Chrystal
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £12.99

A good introduction to the darkest figures
from the Roman Empire, in easy-to-read
style. As is to be expected, the book
features accounts of cruelty and violence
of all kinds and also of extreme sexual
practices.
 ENDURING THE WHIRLWIND
The German Army and the Russo-

German War 1941-1943

27924 £5.99

Gregory Liedtke
Softback 248 pages with 14 maps

Published Price £19.95

A book that is likely to stand as the
definitive reference work for the largest
and most costly land campaign in military
history.

THE F42
FALLSCHIRMJAGERGEWEHR

30133 £6.99

Guus de Vries
Hardback, 152 pages illustrated

throughout
Published Price £30

This book gives a detailed description of
the origin and history of the enigmatic
Fallschirmjägergewehr (paratrooper's
rifle), Germany's most famous, but also
most mysterious small arm of World War
II. Although only some thousands were
produced, many postwar designs were
influenced by the FG42, which greatly
attributed to its reputation. This book also
describes and depicts its accessories, codes
and markings, and the concurrents.

 FALLEN EAGLES
Airmen Who Survived the Great

War only to Die in the Peace

27345 £3.99

Norman Franks
Hardback, 226 Ppages
Published Price £25

Fascinating biographies of the men known
as the Fallen Eagles, pioneers of the Royal
Flying Corps who saw action in the Great
War and survived, but perished during the
war years doing what they knew best -
flying. Norman Franks is an eminent
writer in this field.

 DEATH WAS THEIR CO-PILOT

27344 £3.99

Michael Dorflinger
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

It was in World War I that the skies first
became a battlefield, with nations seeking
to decide military outcomes off the
ground. This volume introduces the fighter
pilots of World War I, including the
infamous "Red Baron" Manfred von
Richthofen. In addition to this iconic
flying ace, the author presents the thrilling
biographies of numerous others and
recounts their exploits and the tragedies
they suffered. Likewise, the book
illustrates the Great War's historical
background and documents the increasing
sophistication of aviation technology and
warfare.

 FAMOUS BATTLES AND HOW
THEY SHAPED THE MODERN

WORLD

28512 £5.99

G. Heuser D. Beatrice, Leoussi Athena
Hardback, 184 pages
Published Price £25

The great battles of modern history
examined in this second volume range
from the defeat of the Armada and the
relief of Vienna, to Chatham, Culloden,
Waterloo, Gettysburg, the Somme and
Stalingrad. In each chapter, the historical
events surrounding a battle form the
backdrop for multiple later interpretations,
which, consciously or unconsciously,
carry political agendas, some for further
bloodshed and sacrifice, but others for the
more recent and laudable phenomenon of
reconciliation over the graves of the dead.
 FAMOUS BATTLES AND HOW
THEY SHAPED THE MODERN

WORLD
From Troy to Courtrai, 1200 BC -

1302 AD

28270 £6.99

Beatrice Heuser, Aretha S. Leoussi
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

I usually don't care for books with
“FAMOUS BATTLES “ in the tile as they
tend to be of a rather general nature.
However this is worth a second look at,
arguing it is the political afterlife of
battles that gives them fame. This volume
covers the siege of Troy and the
encounters of Marathon and Thermopylai,
to the wars of the Israelites and from the
triumphs and defeats of the Roman
Empire, to Hastings, the massacre of
Bziers and the battle of Courtrai.

 FIFTH (ROYAL IRISH)
LANCERS IN SOUTH AFRICA

1899-1902

27194 £2.99

Major WT Willcox
Softback

Published Price £8

The regiment fought at the Battle of
Elandslaagte on 21 October 1899, at the
Battle of Rietfontein on 24 October 1899
and at the Siege of Ladysmith in
November 1899 during the Second Boer
War.

 FIGHT FOR THE FJORDS
The Battle for Norway

30140 £5.99

M. J. Pearce, R. Porter
Softback, 408 pages
Published Price £17

One of a Scholarly series of previously
restricted and classified documents,
Pearce, & Porter guide the reader through
a level of detail of these fierce naval
battles, fought in Norwegian waters during
the spring of 1940, that does not appear in
post-war accounts, putting the summary in
context. Fight for the Fjords contains both
British and German accounts detailing
these famous sea battles. The German
account was completed by the official
historian within three years of the end of
World War II; the British report was
compiled from previously unavailable
Royal Navy records.The combination of
these two summaries forms a unique
history.
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 FIGHTER AIRCRAFT SINCE
1945

27839 £3.99

Frank Schwede
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £12.99

A compact well illustrated guide that
includes listings for the latest 5th
generation fighters, such as the Chengdu J
-20,, Shenyang J-31 and Sukhoi T-50, but
has numerous omissions including the
Gloster Meteor (despite being on the
cover!)

 FIGHTING FOR THE NEWS
The Adventures of the First War

Correspondents from Bonaparte to
the Boers

27401 £2.99

Brian Best
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

The first special correspondent employed
by a newspaper to gather information
about a current war was Henry Crabb
Robinson. In 1807, the proprietor of The
Times, John Walter II, sent this 32-year-
old lawyer to act as their man in Germany,
ostensibly to follow and report the
movements of Napoleon’s Grande Armée.
He was almost arrested, escaping from the
Continent in disguise – the first of many
exploits and adventures this bold group of
individuals undertook to bring news from
the seat of war. This included William
Russell in the Crimean War, whose reports
helped bring down the Government, and
perhaps the most famous correspondent of
all, Winston Churchill, who reported on
conflicts in Cuba, the Indian frontier,
Sudan and the Boer War.

 FIX BAYONETS!

27404 £3.99

John Norris
Hardback, 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

The bayonet is an essential item of a
soldier's kit, even on today's modern hi-
tech battlefield. This work examines the
origins of this humble weapon and the
‘cult of the bayonet’ as espoused by the
Russian General Alexander Suvorov who
asserted that “The bullet misses, the
bayonet does not”. How did the ordinary
soldier feel to be told ‘fix bayonets’? John
Norris draws on personal accounts of
soldiers using bayonets in combat from the
Napoleonic and Crimean Wars, various
Colonial campaigns, through the World
Wars, Falklands War and into the 21st
century in Afghanistan. In so doing he
explains the seemingly anachronistic
survival of this simple weapon on the
modern battlefield.

 FOR BRAVERY IN THE FIELD
GREAT WAR BRITISH ARMY

RECIPIENTS OF THE
MILITARY MEDAL 1914-1920

A REGISTER

23257 £19.99

Peter Warrington
SB. 652 pp.

Published Price £33.50

Lists the British Army recipients of the
Military Medal (88,529) and second
(4044) and third (129) award bars in the
Great War. Detail shown is, Surname;
Forename(s); Initial(s); Rank; Number; in
most records Battalion or Unit; Regiment
or branch of service; In some records
(Non-exhaustive) fate of recipient KIA;
DOW; Died; MIDs and Foreign awards
are shown Officers, non-commissioned
officers and men +Ladies

 FOR DISTINGUISHED &
MERITORIOUS SERVICES IN

TIME OF WAR
THE GREAT WAR RECIPIENTS
OF THE THE MILITARY CROSS

1914-1920
A REGISTER

British and Empire

24133 £19.99

Peter Warrington
Softback, 757 pages
Published Price £38

Alphabetical register of recipients of the
Military Cross 1914–20 Army; Sea; & Air.
Detail shown is surname; forename(s);
Cross; bar(s); rank; battalion or sub unit;
regiment or branch of service; fate of
recipient KIA, DOW, Died; London
Gazette reference(s), supplement date(s)
and confirmation of existence of LG.
citation(s). In some records (non-
exhaustive) concise biographical details.

 For Gallant and Distinguished
Services in Korea – Honours and

Awards to British Commonwealth
Land Forces, 1950-1956

27446 £19.99

Doug V.P. Hearns, C.D.
Softback 534 pages A Naval &

Military Press Publication
Published Price £35

Included are the details for over two
thousand honours and awards with, if
applicable, the citations, made to the
soldiers of the United Kingdom, Australia,
Canada, India, New Zealand and South
Africa that composed the British
Commonwealth Land Forces for gallant
and distinguished services in Korea during
the period 1950 to 1956.

In addition are the approximately one
hundred awards made to personnel in
Occupied Japan supporting the war effort
in Korea.

Author’s royalties from sales of this book
are being donated to Wounded Warriors
Canada.

 FOURTH CANADIAN DIVISION
1916-1919

27705 £6.99

Major C B Lindsey DSO
SB iv+51 pp 2019 N&MP Reprint of

c1919 Original Edition

A concise Canadian Divisional History,
the 4th served both on the Western Front
in France and in Flanders until Armistice
Day. They formed part of the Canadian
Corps in the Battle of Vimy Ridge, which
attacked and defeated the Germans,
driving them from the ridge. As a result,
the Canadians became known as masters
of offensive warfare and an elite fighting
force. In the Battle of Vimy Ridge in April
1917, the Division was given the job of
capturing Hill 145, the highest and most
important feature of Vimy Ridge.

 FRANCE IN CENTRAFRIQUE
From Bokassa and Operation

Barracude to the Days of Eufor

28463 £6.99

Peter Baxter
Sofback, 72 pages With 99 b/w

photos/ills, 12 colour profiles, 10
colour photos/ills, 8 maps
Published Price £16.95

An incisive look at French influence in
Central Africa.this title traces the overt
and covert French military actions in the
region, the rise of internal violence and
insecurity and the increasing involvement
of the international community in the
series of coups and counter-coups that
characterized the 1990s and the new
century. Featured are Operation
Barracuda, Operations Almandin I, II and
II, Operation Boali and the various
regional, international and European
regional interventions.

 FROM NORMANDY TO THE
WESER

The War History of the Fourth
Battalion the Dorset Regiment

June, 1944 - May 1945

23743 £5.99

G J B Watkins
2015 N & M Press reprint (original
pub 1920) SB viii+94 pp complete

with Maps & Illustrations
Published Price £9.99

Unit history of a fighting TA battalion of
the Dorset Regiment from Normandy
through Arnhem and the Rhine crossing to
the war’s end. Has awards with full
citations, maps and photographs.

 FROMELLES
French Flanders

30185 £3.99

Peter Pederson
Softback, 176 pages

Published Price £9.99

This excellent series continues with a
volume on the bloody battle of Fromelles,
a battle neglected by comparison to the
monumental clashes at Ypres and the
Somme, but an action of singular
resonance for the Australian involvement
in the Great War, and no less for the
savage mauling of a British Midland
Territorial division.

THE GERMAN CLOSE COMBAT
CLASP OF WORLD WAR II

27907 £125.00

Thomas D. Durante
Hardback, 464 pages

The final word on this sought after Third
Reich award, the Close Combat Clasp was
instituted on 25 November 1942 for
achievement in hand-to-hand fighting in
close quarters. It was worn above the
upper left uniform pocket. The clasp was
die-cast and made of either tombac or later
zinc, with a slightly curved centerpiece
consisting of the national emblem
surmounting a crossed bayonet and hand
grenade. The award was bestowed in three
classes:Bronze for 15 close combat
battles::Silver for 25 battles and Gold for
50+ battles
The Gold Close Combat Clasp was often
regarded in higher esteem than the
Knight's Cross of the Iron Cross by the
German infantry. Of the roughly 18–20
million soldiers of the German Wehrmacht
and Waffen-SS, 36,400 received the
Bronze Class, 9,500 the Silver Class and
631 the Gold Class.
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 GERMAN DESTROYERS OF

WORLD WAR II

28212 £4.99

Gerhard Kopp, Klaus-Peter Schmolke
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £16.99

Well written history of German destroyers
in WW2, illustrated with plans, technical
drawings, maps, a comprehensive gallery
of photographs. and service history of
each individual ship.

 GERMAN SNIPER RIFLES

30135 £6.99

Albrecht Wacker
Hardback, 152 pages Illustrated

throughout
Published Price £30

Describes and depicts the development of
the sniper rifle in the German army. After
a short introduction on the early
developments up to World War I and the
era of the Reichswehr, this book gives a
detailed description of the German sniper
rifles in World War II.
Apart from the several models of the G98
and the K98k sniper rifles, the scoped
versions of the K43, Sturmgewehr and
Fallschirmjägergewehr are described and
depicted as well.

 GLADIATORS AND
BEASTHUNT

Arena Sports of Ancient Rome

27348 £4.99

Christopher Epplett
Hardback, 196 pages

Published Price £19.99

Gladiators and Beasthunts is a
comprehensive survey of arena sports in
ancient Rome, focusing upon gladiatorial
combat and the beast-hunts (venationes).
Whilst numerous books have already been
written on arena spectacles in ancient
Rome, they generally neglect the
venationes, despite the fact that the beast-
hunts, in which men were pitted in mortal
combat against various dangerous wild
animals (including lions, tigers, elephants
and rhinos), were almost as popular as
gladiatorial spectacles and were staged
over a longer period of time.
THE GUARDS BRIGADE IN THE

CRIMEA

28350 £4.99

Michael Springman
Hardback 208 pages

Published Price £19.95

The Guards Brigade consisted of three
battalions, the 3rd Grenadier Guards, 1st
Coldstream Guards and 1st Scottish
Fusilier Guards (as the Scots Guards were
then known). The book opens with a
resumé' of the causes of the War and an
analysis of the woeful disorganisation of
the Army, in contrast to the efficiency of
the Royal Navy. The Brigade's
performance in the major battles (Alma,
Inkerman etc.) is examined. The author
describes the Russians' plans, the ground
and conditions experienced by the long
suffering troops. The roles and abilities of
the various commanders, often found
wanting, is fascinatingly treated. After the
war was over, the return home and parades
are described.

THE GOLDEN BOOK OF INDIA
A Genealogical & Biographical

Dictionary of the Ruling Princes,
Chiefs, Nobles, & Other

Personages, Titles or Decorated, of
The Indian Empire. With an

Appendix for Ceylon.

26141 £12.99

Sir Roper Lethbridge  KCIE
SB  xx+366pp 2018 N&MP Reprint

of 1900 Original Edition
Published Price £25

An alphabetical ‘Who’s Who’ of some
7000+ Indian rulers. The author was a
British academic and civil servant in India.
This is truly exceptional work, with much
genealogical information regarding both
Military and Civil service to the British
Indian Empire.

 GREAT GENERALS OF THE
ANCIENT WORLD

27349 £4.99

Professor Richard A. Gabriel
Hardback, 264 pages
Published Price £25

Using antiquity's great commanders as
study cases this is a fascinating
introduction to the nature of warfare and
the conditions that determined its
successful conduct,. It is a useful starting
point for anyone interested in the military
history of this period(s). Professor Gabriel
has selected the ten commanders whom he
believes to be the greatest of them all.
Those included, and more so those
omitted, will surprise many readers.
Conspicuous by their absence, for
example, are Alexander the Great and
Attila the Hun.

GREAT WAR
The Countdown to Global

Conflict

28169 £2.99

Hardback 208 pges
Published Price £25

Patriotism and confidence in the
invincibility of the British Empire was as
strong in the minds of the Daily Mirror’s
demographic – the working people of
Britain.
The chain of events that led to World War
I was not immediately obvious to the
average person on the streets as - in the
days before television, rolling news or the
use of radio as an entertainment and
communication medium - there was only
one way for people to hear about what was
happening - from reading the daily papers.
Through the remarkable Daily Mirror
archive, the key factors in the outbreak of
the Great War are revealed in a way that
brings the era to life and reveals much that
has been lost to the mists of time.

Gubbins & SOE

28729 £3.99

Peter Wilkinson, Joan Bright Astley
Softback, 272 pages

Published Price £14.99

General Colin Gubbins was in charge of
SOE during World War Two. This is the
first biography of a man who was destined
to live his life in the shadows. A biography
of General Colin Gubbins, who was in
charge of SOE during World War II.
Gubbins was destined, by the nature of his
profession, to live a secretive life, and the
book, which incorporates much previously
unpublished material, offers revelations
about the man and his mysterious mission.

A GUNNER’S GREAT WAR
An Artilleryman’s Experience from

the Somme to the Subcontinent

25941 £5.99

Ian Ronayne
Hardback, 192 pages

Published Price £19.99

From the very beginning of his time at the
front, Clarence Ahier wrote a graphic and
moving account of his experiences of war,
his complete journal consists of around
25,000 words, with a focus on Clarence's
experience during the Battle of the
Somme, in the fighting around Ypres, and,
he was wounded twice serving as an
artilleryman on the Western Front.

 HANS ERNST VON ZIETEN
A Forgotten Commander of the

Wars of Liberation: His Times and
his Estate

30154 £60.00

Dr. Gerhard Bauer
Hardback, 208 pages

DUAL ENGLISH AND GERMAN
LANGUAGE

The fact that Zieten’s estate with his
decorations is one of the few from the time
of the Wars of Liberation to have survived
to the present day, provides the
opportunity to present it with a richly
illustrated work, as well as to deliver the
man to whom they were awarded from
oblivion.

 HELDENTOD
The Nazi Culture of Death

30165 £18.99

Paul Garson
Hardback 352 pages illustrated

throughout
Published Price £45

This somewhat dark book examines the
Nazi cult of “A Heroic Death”. The
German word translates to "Hero's Death"
and was the staple term on hundreds of
thousands of sterbebilt or death cards’ sent
out in memory of fallen Third Reich
soldiers.

THE MILITARY AND POLICE
FORCES OF THE GULF STATES

VOLUME I
The Trucial States and United

Arab Emirates

28465 £5.99

Athol Yates, Cliff Lord
Softback, 72 pages

Published Price £16.95

This book provides an overview of the
military forces, and their antecedents, of
the Arabian Gulf States. Most were British
Protected States, resulting in their armed
forces being heavily influenced by the
British military Scores of photographs are
included showing the uniforms and a
selection of badges and insignia.

 HISTORICAL RECORDS OF
THE MALTESE CORPS OF THE

BRITISH ARMY

23038 £12.99

Major A. G. Chesney
2014 N & M Press reprint (original

pub 1897). SB. XII+210 pp 15 colour
plates (14 of uniform) + B&W plates

& Maps
Published Price £22

Rare history of the Maltese Light Infantry,
Pioneers, Militia, Royal Malta Regiment,
Fencibles, with service of many officers
given, also nominal roll of Maltese "who
have served, or are serving, in the British
Army" with details of their services.

 HISTORY OF THE 17th
(ARMOURED CAR) TANK

BATTALION DURING BATTLE
OF 1918

27672 £6.99

SB iv+87 pp with 2 plates & 7 maps
2019 N&MP Reprint of 1920

Original Edition
Published Price £9.99

The 17th Battalion arrived in France in
April 1918. Its first operations were in
support of the French Army in June. It
returned to the British Army in August and
was very successful at the Battle of
Amiens. The Austin Armoured cars were
towed in pairs by tanks across the
battlefield. Once they reached better
ground on the other side of the lines, they
ranged freely. A German Corps
headquarters 10 miles back was captured
and German reserves, artillery and supply
lines were shot up. The 17th was the first
British unit to cross the Rhine in 1918.
This is a very good Battalion history that
is scarce in its original printing.
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Taken from the first German translation of 
“Histoire de l'empereur Napoleon (1840)” 

that was enlarged for this edition with six new illustrations. 
Bellangé’s fifty detailed and brightly coloured uniform plates present the soldiers of 
the different regiments of the French Republic and the Empire in their respective 
costumes. The plates are full page size (254x178mm) and are left unprinted on the 
reverse to reveal them at their best, without giving any annoying show-through, thus 
allowing full enjoyment of this exceptional Napoleonic  uniform series.

Bellangé’s  
Soldiers of the French Republic  

and the Empire

Bellangé’s Soldiers of the French Republic and the Empire 1795–1814

VICTORY ON THE WESTERN FRONT 
The Development of the British Army 1914–1918 

Michael Senior provides a challenging and controversial analysis of the underlying reasons for 
the success of the BEF. It is essential reading for anyone who is keen to learn about the extraor-
dinary development of the British Army throughout the war – and to understand why, and 
how, the Germans were beaten. 

He considers the reasons for the stunning British victories and examines the factors that 
underpinned the eventual success of the BEF. In particular he shows how tactical and technical 
developments evolved during the course of the war and merged in a way that gave the British 
a decisive advantage during the final months of the fighting. Innovations in guns and gunnery, 
in shells, aircraft and tanks, and a massive increase in industrial output, played key parts, as 
did the continuous process of adaptation, experimentation and invention that went on throughout the war years. The 
result was an army that could take advantage of the unprecedented opportunity presented by the failure of the German 
spring offensive of 1918. This hardback title was published at £25.00. It gives a good revisionist view of the British war 
effort and is highly recommended reading, especially at the now-offered price of just £5.99. 
 

Product code:  26894 • Hardback, 256 pages •  Published at £25.00  •  Our price: £5.99

25875 • Softback Edition 50 Colour Uniform Plates  
Published at £20 - Our Early-bird Offer Price is £12.99 

25875HB • Hardback Edition 50 Colour Uniform Plates  
Published at £30 - Our Early-bird Offer Price is £19.99
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THE HISTORY OF THE INDIAN
MOUNTAIN ARTILLERY

23163 £12.99

Brig. Gen. C A L Graham
2014 N & M Press reprint (of original

pub). SB. 470 pp +  16 B&W
Illustrations + 8 Maps
Published Price £18

A first class history, covering the entire
period from inception in 1840 through to
post World War II operations in
Indochina. Many officers, and some other
ranks are mentioned in the text.

The HISTORY OF THE SOUTH
AFRICAN FORCES IN FRANCE

23451 £11.99

 John Buchan
2015 N & M Press reprint (original
pub 1920) SB 404 pp., photos 22

maps
Published Price £18

Master thriller writer John ‘39 Steps’
Buchan’s classic official history of the
South African Brigade in the Great War.
Includes accounts of the fierce fighting at
Delville Wood ,on the Somme and later
battles. Illustrated with photos, maps,
awards and a Roll of Honour.

THE  HISTORY OF THE WEST
AFRICAN FRONTIER FORCE

23843 £18.99

Col. A. Haywood and Brig. F.A.S. Clarke
SB

Published Price £25

This definitive volume covers all the
campaigns of the WAFF from 1900 and
the fighting in Nigeria through the Great
War, much on the campaign against Col.
von Lettow-Vorbeck in East Africa, then
action in the Second World War, Italian
East Africa, & Abyssinia etc. Later in
WW2 it formed part of the 81st Division
and saw action in Burma and the Arakan.

THE HITLER CONSPIRATOR
The Story of Kurt Baron Von

Plettenberg and Stauffenberg’s
Valkyrie Plot to Kill the Fuhrer

27498 £4.99

Eberhard Schmidt
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

The biography of Plettenberg a soldier in
both world wars and member of the
German Resistance (Widerstand). He
belonged to the circle of close friends
which included Claus Schenk Graf von
Stauffenberg, Johannes Popitz, Ludwig
Beck, Ulrich von Hassell, Carl-Hans Graf
von Hardenberg and Fabian von
Schlabrendorff. He was involved in the
preparations for the 20 July plot, an
attempt to assassinate Adolf Hitler, Führer
of the Third Reich. To avoid betraying his
friends under torture, he threw himself out
of a third-floor window of the Gestapo’s
"house prison" at Prinz-Albrecht-Straße in
Berlin.

HUNTING THE TIRPITZ
Naval Operations Against

Bismarck's Sister Ship

30141 £5.99

G. H. Bennett
Softback, 304 pages
Published Price £17

One of a series of previously restricted and
classified documents this title covers
Operation Chariot, Operation Source and
Operation Tungsten. Dr Bennett, expertly
guides the reader through a level of detail
that does not appear in post-war accounts,
putting the destruction of the battleship
Tirpitz in context.

 HURRICANE R4118 REVISITED
The Extraordinary story of the
Discovery and Restauration to

Flight of a Battle of Britain
Survivior

28900 £3.99

Peter Vacher
Softback, 192 pages
Published Price £20

With brand new photography and sources,
including wartime letters from Bunny
Currant, this book is essential reading for
all Hurricane enthusiasts.

 FOR GALLANTRY IN THE
PERFORMANCE OF MILITARY

DUTY

23421 £3.99

Major JD Sainsbury
SB 63 pp

Published Price £6.99

An account of the use of the Army
Meritorious Service Medal to recognise
Non-Combatant Gallantry 1916–1928

 FROM CALAIS TO COLDITZ
A Rifleman's Memoir of Captivity

and Escape

28456 £6.99

Harry Pardoe
Hardback 192 pages

Published Price £19.99

Previously unpublished, and an extremely
well written addition to the Colditz Story,
descriptions of the author's two escapes
are particularly interesting although to
prior his arrival at Colditz, the second
escape from the Eichstatt tunnel was his
'qualification' for the Sonderlager.

 I CHOSE THE SKY

25846 £3.99

Leonard H. Rochford DSC and bar, DFC
Hardback, 184 pages, Illustrated

Published Price £16

These are the Great War memoirs of
veteran flyer 'Tich' Rochford, who writes
about his action-packed two years serving
with No.3 (Naval) Squadron in Sopwith
Pups and Camels.This classic first-hand
account is told in vivid detail throughout.

 ILLUSTRATED WAR
REPORTS: TRENCH WARFARE

Contemporary Combat Images
from the Great War

28237 £2.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback 128 pages illustrated

throughout
Published Price £12.99

Following the time frame of the Great
War, drawings and illustrations show a
range of combatants from throughout the
commonwealth fighting Germans, Italians
and Turks. Many were used to illustrate
ether a remarkable act of heroism or those
who received medals for their bravery.

 GATOR ON THE RISE
Kamov’s Hokum Attack Helicopter

Story 1977-2015

25908 £6.99

Alexander Mladenov
Softback, 144 pages with 100 colour

photographs +80 in B&W+30
drawings

Published Price £29.95

The Kamov Ka-50 (NATO codename
Hokum) was developed as a new-
generation heavily-armoured attack
helicopter,The concept called for an
unorthodox, well-protected, agile and
small-size attack machine. If you like
helicopters, especially very mean looking
Soviet attack helicopters, then this is for
you!

 IMAGES OF WAR: ALLIED
POWs IN GERMAN HANDS 1914

-1918

30183 £3.99

David Bilton
Softback, 208 pages

Published Price £14.99

AN illustrated history of the Kaiser's
unwanted guests, the author looks at the
lives of the thousands of Allied men who
became PoWs during the Great War.

 IMAGES OF WAR: ANIMALS IN
THE GREAT WAR

28628 £3.99

Lucinda Moore
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

A more unusual offering title from he
popular “IMAGES” series, from dogs and
birds to the occasionally downright
bizarre.

 FIGHTING FLOTILLA
RN Laforey Class Destroyers in

World War II

28918 £6.99

Peter C. Smith
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

Very thorough telling of the story of the L
Class destroyers of WWII. These were,
perhaps, the most powerful and best
looking ships of the Royal Navy during
that period. They sailed in dangerous
waters on dangerous missions and suffered
accordingly,significantly out of the eight
ships of the L class only one survived the
war.
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 IMAGES OF WAR: BATTLE OF
IWO JIMA : RAISING THE

FLAG
February-March 1945

28518 £3.99

Mark Kahn
Softback, 201 pages

Published Price £16.99

The battle Iwo Jima resulted in one of the
most iconic images to emerge from the
Second World War the raising of the
American flag on the summit of Mount
Suribachi.
 IMAGES OF WAR: FIGHTING

IN UKRAINE
A Photographer at War

27402 £3.99

David Mitchelhill-Green
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £14.99

A useful addition to the ever-growing
Images of War series, this title covers the
Eastern Front in WW2, depicting the war,
in good clear photographs, from the
viewpoint of a motorised telephone line
and pole-laying unit, that were taken by a
professional photographer, conscripted
into the German army in 1940 and posted
to Ukraine 1941-1943. Of particular
interest to the military vehicle specialist
will be the huge range of vehicles in use
by this unit, from French lorries and half
tracks to German vehicles of every kind,
including tractors and Russian lorries.

 IMAGES OF WAR: HITLER
VERSUS STALIN

The Eastern Front 1942-1943:
Stalingrad to Kharkov

26985 £3.99

Nik Cornish
Softback, 132 pages

Published Price £14.99

These vivid images show the front-line
fighting, the troops and the conditions on
both sides, but they also document the
consequences of war for the civilians
under German occupation and the
devastation of the Russian towns and
cities.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE
FRENCH ARMY IN THE FIRST

WORLD WAR

27405 £3.99

Ian Sumner
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

Using a selection of over 150 rare wartime
photographs, Sumner provides an
overview of many aspects of a French
soldier’s service. But while the
photographs create a fascinating all-round
portrait of the French poilu at war, they
also give an insight into the army as a
whole, and offer a French perspective on
the Great War. A great reference book
from this popular series.

 IMAGES OF WAR: HITLER’S
MOUNTAIN TROOPS 1939-1945

The Gebirgsjager

28483 £3.99

Ian Baxter
Softback, 144 pages

Published Price £14.99

Baxter has produced a fine selection of
highly illustrated books in the Images of
War Series mainly covering Axis Forces
in WW2, and this is a good resource to use
to learn about the men and equipment of
the Gebirgsjaeger Regiments, in training
and action from Poland, Norway and
France, through Yugoslavia, the Eastern
Front and in the closing stages of the War.

 IMAGES OF WAR: M1 Abrams
Tank

28606 £3.99

Michael Green
Softback 192 pages

Published Price £14.99

A very good primer for the Abrams, the
photos are well chosen and whilst some of
the earlier images have been seen in
previous publications, many of the more
recent ones have not.

THE HISTORY OF
NAVIGATION

28506 £5.99

Dag Pike
Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £25

Focusing primarily but not exclusively on
marine navigation, the author weaves a
fascinating course through the successes
and failures of mankind's quest to explore
his world. It combines aspects of history
and navigation technology from the era of
sailing ships to the modern day.

 IMAGES OF WAR: M12 GUN
MOTOR CARRIAGE

30112 £3.99

David Doyle
Softback, 152 pages

Published Price £14.99

Although only 100 examples were
produced, the 155mm Gun Motor Carriage
M12 served with distinction as an
infantry-support weapon and in particular
as a bunker-buster during the U.S. assault
on the Siegfried Line in the winter of 1944
-45.

 IMAGES OF WAR: M2/M3
BRADLEY

28509 £4.99

David Doyle
Softback, 264 pages

Published Price £16.99

Through hundreds of colour photos, the
bulk previously unpublished, Images of
War: M2 Bradley explores America's
premier Infantry Fighting Vehicle in an
unprecedented level of detail. Go inside
and out the modern-day icon, then ride it
into battle through they myriad of photos
presented in this book. See why Bradley
remains one of the most formidable
armoured combat vehicles of its class,
even as it logs over 35 years of service.
 IMAGES OF WAR: ROYAL AIR
FORCE IN THE COLD WAR 1950

-1970

28582 £4.99

Ian Proctor
Softback, 192 pages

Published Price £16.99

Ian Proctor uses over 150 highly evocative
colour images from a single remarkable
Air Ministry collection to portray the RAF
and its personnel between 1950 and 1970.
He provides a selected insight into service
life, the aircraft, recruitment and training,
and the operations and exercises
undertaken by the RAF during a twenty
year period of the Cold War, these
extraordinary aircraft, which included the
Hunter, Lightning, Vulcan and Canberra,
became synonymous with the Cold War.

 IMAGES OF WAR: PANZER III
Hitler’s Beast of Burden

27500 £3.99

Anthony Tucker-Jones
Softback, 111 pages

Published Price £14.99

Anthony Tucker-Jones's selection of
photographs show the Panzer III in every
theatre of the war and at every stage, and
his text gives an insight into the design
history and fighting performance of this
historic armoured vehicle.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE
FRENCH ARMY AT VERDUN

27161 £2.99

Ian Sumner
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

Excellent images that show a good picture
of what the French Army was going
through during Battle of Verdun.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE
GERMAN ARMY ON

CAMPAIGN 1914-1918

27407 £3.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

Another WW1 addition to the Images of
War series. There is lots in here for anyone
interested in WW1; the story is told
through a fine collection of period photos
which give a chronological sequence to
the story. It is particularly interesting to
see the changes in the uniforms and
equipment worn by the troops of the
German Army as the war progressed. For
the modeller there is a lot of useful
material. There are the uniforms and
personal equipment, including gas masks
for both the men and their mules, but there
are also the trench mortars, artillery and
even the A7V tanks all included.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE
GERMANS IN FLANDERS 1915

-16

28719 £3.99

David Bilton
Softback 159 pages

Published Price £14.99

Covers the actions of the German Army in
the Low Countries during 1915 and 1916.
In its broad compass it looks at the battles
with the French, Belgians and British,
concentrating mostly on the latter.This is
the second in a series of 'Images of war'
titles covering the German Army in
Flanders at various times in the war. All
three follow the usual IOW style and
pattern.

Images of War: THE RED ARMY
AT WAR

28376 £3.99

Artem Drabkin
Softback 128 pages

Published Price £12.99

The 160 contemporary photographs from
the Russian archives that have been
selected for this book give a striking
insight into all sides of wartime service for
the Soviet soldier. The whole range of
military experience is portrayed here, from
recruitment and the rigors of training to
transport, marching and the ordeal of
combat.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE
SOVIET AFGHAN WAR

26292 £3.99

Anthony Tucker-Jones
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

By focusing on the Soviet use of heavy
weaponry, Anthony Tucker-Jones shows
the imbalance at the heart of a conflict in
which the mechanised, industrial might of
a super power was set against lightly
armed partisans who became experts in
infiltration tactics and ambushes. His work
is a visual record of the tactics and the
equipment the Soviets used to counter the
resistance and protect vulnerable convoys.
It also shows what this gruelling conflict
was like for the Soviet soldiers, the
guerrilla fighters and the Afghan
population,
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 KNIGHTS OF ENGLAND
A Complete Record from the

Earliest Time to the Present Day of
the Knights of All the Orders of

Chivalry in England, Scotland, and
Ireland, and of Knights Bachelors

23039 £24.99

William A. Shaw Printed and published
for the Central chancery of the orders of

knighthood,
2014 N & M Press 2 volume reprint
(original pub 1906). 1151 pp in total

Published Price £35

A complete two-volume record of all
Knights created by the British Crown.
Volume One lists those members of
Chivalric Orders from the Black Prince,
the first knight of the Garter; and Volume
2 includes all knights bachelors created
since the adoption of the Angevin dubbing
ceremonial in c.1250.

 IMAGES OF WAR: US
MILITARY HELICOPTERS

27796 £3.99

Michael Green
Softback, 220 pages

Published Price £16.99

An excellent overview of the helicopter at
war. A great work for anyone interested in
the topic as well as modellers.

 INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

HONOURS AND AWARDS (1918)

1572 £3.99

Military Secretarys Branch - General HQ
SB 38pp

Published Price £5.50

A must for all medal collectors and family
historians, the exact official details of how
a British gallantry decoration could be
awarded during the Great War and to
whom, and the circumstances necessary to
win an award. All branches of military
service are included including awards to
women.

 INTO THE BLUE

25845 £3.99

Norman Macmillan OBE, MC, AFC
Hardback, 236 pages, Illustrated

Published Price £16

An extraordinary 'classic' record of one
man's exemplary service, authoritatively
written, this is a gem that everyone with an
interest in WWI flying should place on
their book shelves. Norman Macmillan
was decorated with the Military Cross for
conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty
in 1918 and was also later awarded the
prestigious Air Force Cross.

INTO THE DARK WATER
The Story of Three Officers and

PT-109

28373 £2.99

John Domagalski
Hardback 280 pages

Published Price £16.99

History has long recorded that John F.
Kennedy's heroic efforts after the sinking
of his PT-109 led to his successful
political career as Representative, Senator,
and ultimately President. But, as John
Domagalski demonstrates in this
thoroughly researched narrative, there was
far more to the boat's achievements in the
South Pacific than the terrifying night
when a Japanese destroyer cut her in two.

 JAPANESE TANKS AND
ARMOURED WARFARE 1932

-1945
A Military and Political History

30158 £9.99

David McCormack
Hardback, 160 pages + plates

Published Price £20

Japan developed many experimental and
operative armored vehicles, tanks and
tank-destroyer types throughout the war;
but largely held them in reserve, for home-
land defense. Drawing from primary and
secondary sources, the author's meticulous
research provides the reader with an
objective appraisal of both the successes
and failures of the Empire of the Sun's
tank forces.

THE KAISER’S FIRST POWs

28078 £5.99

Philip Chinnery
Softback, 191 pages

Published Price £19.99

In 1915, the German government
published a book entitled 1915 in an
attempt to portray the Germans as a
civilised people who were destined to win
the war, and who would treat their
prisoners with care and compassion. This
book compares the official German view
to the grim reality of captivity, as
experienced by the prisoners. Original
photos tell the story as seen by German
eyes. Compare them to the personal
accounts from former prisoners who
describe the reality of falling into the
hands of the German Army and life as a
prisoner of the Kaiser. By the end of the
war, the Germans had taken approximately
2.8 million prisoners of war.

 KAMIKAZE
To Die for the Emperor

27092 £4.99

Peter C. Smith
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

A chronological history that lays out out
the genesis, development, combat actions,
countermeasures, and the continual
evolution of the Kamikaze and the
attempts to stop them.

 IN ACTION WITH
DESTROYERS 1939-1945

28599 £5.99

Alec Dennis, Anthony J Cummings
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

An exciting eyewitness account of naval
war in the North Sea, the Atlantic and the
Mediterranean, its real-life thriller, and as
close to the action as you can get without
being there.

THE  KONIGSBERG
ADVENTURE

26139 £11.99

E. Keble Chatterton
Softback 306 pages

Published Price £16.99

In the upper reaches of the Rufiji River
delta, in what is now Tanzania, lie the
rusting remains of the Imperial German
cruiser Konigsberg and her attendant
fuelling collier Somali, both destroyed by
gunfire from Royal Navy warships during
the early months of the First World War.
The outbreak of the First World War saw
Konigsberg assume its new role of surface
raider. This lasted only a few weeks due to
a combination of coal shortages and
mechanical defects, which forced her to
seek shelter for repair in the muddy
backwaters of the Rufiji Delta. In her most
major foray, she engaged and destroyed
the British cruiser H.M.S. Pegasus at
Zanzibar on 20 September 1914, and her
captain struck the colours to avoid further
bloodshed. This volume is based entirely
on original documents and first hand
material from actual participants.

 KUBELWAGEN AND
SCHWIMMWAGEN

A Visual History of German
Army’s Multi-Purpose Vehicles

27690 £5.99

David Doyle
Softback, 120 pages

Published Price £17.99

Produced with the full and complete
cooperation of the Kübel Korps, one of the
world’s largest Kübelwagen-
Schwimmwagen restoration groups, this
title presents only the very finest restored
examples. Early examples of the
Kübelwagen are featured, as is a very rare
1945 model. No detail is left unrevealed,
with interiors, multiple engine views and
undercarriages. Additionally, the
Schwimmwagen is covered in equally
great detail.

 MILITARY PISTOLS
Handguns of the Two World Wars

27267 £3.99

Gordon Bruce
Softback, 64 pages

Published Price £12.99

This book provides a convenient reference
to the history and characteristics of the
self-loading pistols that were adopted by
the military forces of the nations involved
in the two World Wars.

THE LAND OF THE NILE
SPRINGS

Being Chiefly An Account Of How
We Fought The Kabarrega 1893-4

28396 £9.99

General Sir Henry Edward Colvile,
Grenadier Gds

2020 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1895).  Softback  xvi+312pp with

2 maps and 17 illustrations
Published Price £14.99

A good account of the Unyoro Campaign
in Central Africa (Uganda) 1893-94,
written by the force commander & Acting-
Governor Sir Henry Colvile,Grenadier
Gds. The award of the scarce “Central
Africa Medal” was extended to cover
service during this Expedition.
Campaign accounts by “The Man on the
Ground” are always useful especially so
when a British campaign medal was
awarded for the action.
On the 13 Apr 1894 the Daily Telegraph
reported “The forces under Colonel
Colville have defeated Kabarrega, King of
Unyoro, a slave territory of East Africa, on
the east side of Lake Albert Nyanzas.”

THE LAST MAORI WAR IN
NEW ZEALAND UNDER THE

SELF-RELIANT POLICY

28397 £8.99

Maj.-Gen. Sir George S. Whitmore
2020 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1902).  Softback  xxii+198pp
with 2 maps and 18 illustrations

Published Price £14.50

Following a period of apparently
harmonious coexistence between colonists
& indigenous Maoris, British impatience
to conquer and rule led to the Maori
insurrection & war of 1861-63 & finally to
the Uriwera Campaign on the East Coast
of the North Island, following the
massacre at Poverty Bay, of which this is
the most authoritative, detailed account, by
the force commander.
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FOR FREE INDIA: 
INDIAN SOLDIERS IN GERMANY 

AND ITALY DURING THE 
SECOND WORLD WAR 

Comprehensive study 
of the Indian 

Nationalist volunteers 
who served in German 

and Italian military 
units in Europe 

 
 

During World War II, the Germans 
found potentially unlikely allies on 

the subcontinent of India where thousands of soldiers joined the ‘Free Indian Legion’, fighting on behalf of 
the Nazis against the Allied Powers from the China-Burma-India Theatre to the Atlantic Wall on D-Day. 

Hardback  •  456 pages  •  Illustrated throughout  in colour, sepia & B&W 
Product code:  30157 

Published at £75.00  •  Our price: £45.00

Martin Bamber, inspired by the fact that, unlike their comrades in the Japanese-sponsored ‘Indian National 
Army’ in Asia, there was no comprehensive study of the less well-known Indian Nationalist volunteers 
who served in German and Italian military units in Europe, has assembled important information with 
many rare photographs and ephemera to make this book truly memorable. 

With very limited availability since it’s publication we a pleased to hold the UK stock in our 
warehouse all individually shrink-wrapped and in mint condition at £45 – against the usual £75 
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THE LAST ROAD NORTH
A Guide to the Gettysburg

Campaign, 1863

25873 £3.99

Robert Orrison
Softback 197 pages

Published Price £8.99

This battlefield guide offers the ultimate
Civil War road trip, extremely useful to
anyone planning a visit to the Gettysburg
battlefield, and will also be an entertaining
reference for all armchair tourists.

 LETTERS of COLONEL SIR
AUGUSTUS SIMON FRAZER

KCB COMMANDING THE
ROYAL HORSE ARTILLERY
DURING THE PENINSULAR

AND WATERLOO CAMPAIGNS

2532 £12.99

 Edited by Major General Edward Sabine
SB. xx + 645 pages with 3 maps.

New  Index  by S. Monick
2001 N&MP Reprint of 1859

Original Edition
Published Price £22

A full and vivid account of the Peninsula
War and the Waterloo campaign as they
happened in some 180 letters to his family
written by Col. Frazer, commander of the
Horse Artillery in both conflicts.

London Midland Steam: The
Railway Photographs of R.J.

(Ron) Buckley

28428 £7.99

Brian J. Dickson
Softback, 168 pages
Published Price £25

Beginning in 1936, just two years after
Ron Buckley started what was to be
almost half a decade working for the
railways, London Midland Steam shows
the changes in locomotive power taking
place throughout the London Midland and
Scottish Railway and its successor, the
London Midland Region of British
Railways.

 LUFTWAFFE AND THE WAR
AT SEA 1939-1945

As Seen by Officers of the
Kriegsmarine and Luftwaffe

27846 £4.99

David Isby
Softback, 288 pages

Published Price £16.99

The Luftwaffe and the War at Sea is a
collection of firsthand accounts written by
Germany military officers - both
Kriegsmarine and Luftwaffe - about the
naval war in the air in the North Atlantic
and around Great Britain. Most of the
documents were written immediately
postwar as part of the Allied debriefing
programme though some are wartime
German originals produced for internal use
by military staffs, but all have the value of
immediacy; they were written when
memories were fresh and, in many case,
by those who were directly caught up in
the actions.

 LUFTWAFFE BOMBER ACES

25989 £2.99

Mike Spick
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £12.99

Outlines the Luftwaffe’s revolutionary
tactics, first tested during the Spanish Civil
War, and highlights individual techniques
and methods used against specific types of
target. Biographical sketches of the
leading bombers many of whom were
awarded the Knight s Cross allow an
insight into the diverse career and
backgrounds of Luftwaffe personnel and
outline just what it took to be a successful
bomber pilot. First-hand accounts add
gripping drama to the narrative, and give
an unsurpassed appreciation of just what it
was like to dive-bomb, come under attack
by fighters or brave a barrage of anti-
aircraft guns.

 LYS OFFENSIVE APRIL 1918:
BRITISH EXPEDITIONARY

FORCE

28069 £6.99

Andrew Rawson
Hardback, 204 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is an insight into the BEF s
experience during this campaign, that also
known as the Fourth Battle of Ypres. The
German objective was to capture Ypres,
forcing the British forces back to the
Channel ports and out of the war. The men
of the BEF who made a difference are
mentioned; those who led the advances,
those who stopped the counterattacks and
those who were awarded the Victoria
Cross. As with all of the BRITISH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE this title is
briskly well-written and concentrates on
the actual war actions and not the political
aspects.

THE MARNE 1914
A Battlefield Guide

25983 £2.99

Andrew Uffindell
Softback, 215 pages

Published Price £15.99

Andrew Uffindell begins his guidebook
with a gripping account of the battle,
followed by a series of easy-to-follow
tours of the battlefield. Each tour covers a
particular sector in detail, using vivid
eyewitness accounts to reveal what the
fighting was like for the men in the front
line. This unique and highly illustrated
book enables readers to explore the
battlefield and retrace the course of those
dramatic events for themselves. It gives
directions to dozens of museums,
cemeteries, and monuments, including the
memorials to the famous 'taxis of the
Marne'. An essential companion for
visitors keen to see the actual terrain over
which the battle was fought.

 MEDAL WITHOUT BAR
An English War Novel

25853 £14.99

Richard Blaker
Softback  640 pages
Published Price £22

A fine novel that is now only recently
becoming acclaimed, although not that
well known, based on the author's
experiences with a 4.5-inch Howitzer
battery in France, and giving realistic
vision of life and work in the battery,
emphasising comradeship and sacrifice.
Falls awards a star and notes “one of the
longest and most detailed of war novels...
gives perhaps the finest picture yet painted
of life in a field-artillery battery. He is
sentimental in that shame-faced British
manner which is really more sentimental
than Latin emotionalism, but his portraits
are by no means necessarily false for that.
His attitude to the war itself is sane and
just. This is one of the books which could
not possibly have been written save upon
the foundation of experience.”

THE MEMOIRS OF MARSHAL
FOCH

27331 £14.99

Translated by Colonel T. Bentley Mott
SB lviii+594pp 2019 N&MP Reprint

of 1931 Original Edition
Published Price £28

The memoirs of Marshal Foch are
important to the overall study of the Great
War. Written during the last years of his
life, they are personal memoirs that detail
his actions, his movements, his orders and
his thoughts, and his interpretation of
events, some that modern historians might
not altogether agree with.

 MEN OF STEEL
Surgery In The Napoleonic Wars

28413 £22.00

Michael Crummlin FRCS
2020 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 207). Softback 384pp Colour

Illustrations throughout

Review
Michael's matter-of-fact writing style and
obvious mastery of his subject serves to
fascinate rather than repel and I found it
impossible to put down. Rather than the
popular image of the wounded being
subjected to the mercies of unskilled
butchers, a picture emerges of a medical
culture that was caring, competent and
innovative. While this would make a great
present for a shooting doctor of military
enthusiast, it is a book that ought to be
read by anyone interested in history. --
Shooting Times

This book concentrates on the surgical
practices during a particularly bloody
period of English and European history
with the French armies and allies pitted
against the English with many Scots, Irish
and Welsh involved in the fighting. It is
beautifully illustrated. --The Surgeon

 MENUS, MUNITIONS AND
KEEPING THE PEACE

The Home Front Diaries of
Gabrielle West 1914-1917

28735 £5.99

Avalon Weston
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

When Gabrielle West wrote diaries about
her war to send to her much missed
favourite brother in India she had no idea
that a hundred years later they would be of
interest to anyone. Soon after the outbreak
of the First World War, Vicar's daughter
Gabrielle joined the Red Cross and
worked as a volunteer cook in two army
convalescent hospitals. She then secured
paid positions in the canteens of the
Farnborough Royal Aircraft Factory and
then the Woolwich Arsenal, where she
watched Zeppelin raids over London
during her night shifts. Having failed a
mental arithmetic test to drive a horse-
drawn bread van for J. Lyons, she was
among the first women enrolled in the
police and spent the rest of the war
looking after the girls in various munitions
factories. Gabrielle wrote about and drew
what she saw. She had no interest in
opinion or politics. She took her bicycle
and her dog Rip everywhere and they
appear in many of her stories. She had a
sharp eye and sometimes a sharp pen. At
the end of the war she was simply sent
home. She spent the rest of her life caring
for relatives. She lived to 100 and never
married. The First World War was her big
adventure. These days, the reader might
feel MI5 should worry about those
detailed line drawings of the processes in
the factories being sent by Royal Mail
across the world ...but a hundred years
ago?
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THE MG34 Machinegun

30134 £6.99

Guus de Vries
Hardback, 152 pages Illustrated

throughout
Published Price £30

Germany's most important machine gun of
World War II. This book contains a
description of the development, production
and use, the accessories and markings of
the MG34, including many pictures and
descriptions of prototypes and variants that
have never been depicted and described
before.

 MIG-29 IN PAF

28378 £3.99

Marek Radomski
Hardcover 49 pages

Published Price £19.99

This book is in the 'Spotlight On' series
which presents detailed illustrations of the
Russian MiG-29 jet fighter in service with
the Polish Air Force.

Mil Mi-8/17/171 Hip: 6142

28728 £9.99

Softback 240 pages
Published Price £35

A great history on the Mil Hip that not
only covers the development and
operational aspects, but provides a good
basis for the modeler with nice detail shots
of all the aircraft components.

 MILITARY LODGES
The Apron and the Sword or
Freemasonry Under Arms.

27856 £7.99

Robert Freke Gould
2019 N&M Press reprint (original

pub 1199). SB. xx+223pp.
Published Price £12.99

In this volume Robert Freke Gould who is
best remembered for his massive six
volume "History of Freemasonry,
examines the history of Masonry as it
relates to warfare and the military. With
useful biographies of both Naval and
Military freemasons, both British and
foreign. It is interesting to see the extent
that Freemasonry was embedded within
19th century armies.

 N THE NAME OF LYKOURGOS
The Rise and Fall of the Spartan

Revolutionary Movement 243-0146
BC

27280 £5.99

Miltiadis Michalopoulos
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

This is a fascinating look at an often
neglected period, tracing the political and
military chaos caused by Sparta's last
attempts to regain her lost glories. Sparta's
last battlefield triumphs and defeats are
seen alongside the political events within
the city itself, which were often equally as
violent. The book ends with the demise of
Sparta as a power, even a second-rate one,
its forced incorporation into the Achaean
League and its transformation into a
“tourist attraction” for rich Roman
senators once the Achaean League was
finally destroyed by Rome.

The Napoleonic Library MARCH
OF DEATH

Sir John Moore’s Retreat to
Corunna 1808-1809

25967 £4.99

Christopher Summerville
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is the first major study of the
Corunna Campaign in English in 35 years,
it brings the campaign to life drawing
heavily on English primary sources to
describe the initial hopes and optimism of
the soldiers, their frustration and disgust
with their commander for being ordered to
retreat without fighting the French, and
then to paint vividly the hardships they
endured during the retreat.Although no
major battles were fought until the end,
when the British won at Corunna, the
author does a superb job describing the
numerous skirmishes and combats
between the British rear guard and the
French advance guard. Many pages are
devoted to the two most famous events of
the campaign -- defeat of the Chasseurs of
the Imperial Guard at Benavente (and the
capture of General Lefebvre-Desnouettes)
and the death of General Colbert at
Cacabellos (who was killed by Private
Plunkett of the 95th Rifles in an exhibition
of superb marksmanship.)

 ORDER OF BATTLE of the
BRITISH ARMIES IN FRANCE

November 11th 1918

24529 £11.99

General Staff, GHQ.
SB

Published Price £18

Complete Order of Battle - including
communications - of the BEF in France at
the time of the November 1918 armistice.
Includes Pigeons Dogs, horses and the two
Portuguese Divisions.

 MINERS’ BATTALION
A History of the 12th (Pioneers)

King’s Own Yorkshire Light
Infantry 1914-1918

27358 £4.99

Malcolm Keith Johnson
Hardback, 176 pages

Published Price £19.99

This Battalion was formed in Leeds on 5
September 1914 by the West Yorkshire
Coal Owners Association. In May 1915 it
moved to Ripon and attached as Pioneer
Battalion to 31st Division. In December
1915 it moved to Egypt, then went on to
France in March 1916. No description of
the 1 July 1916 attack on Serre by 31st
Division would be complete without
mention of the part played by the
division's pioneer battalion, the 12th Bn.
King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry. The
failure of 31st Division’s attack at Serre in
the face of overwhelming enemy artillery
and machine gun fire is well known. The
pioneers went into the attack equipped
similarly to the assault infantry, the chief
difference being that the pioneers also
carried a pick or a shovel, but only 170 –
rather than 220 – rounds of ammunition.
Between 1 July and 30 November 1917 it
was attached to Fifth Army Troops for
work on light railways.

THE PACIFIC NAVAL WAR

30125 £5.99

David Wragg
Hardback 207 pages +plates

Published Price £19.99

Of value in explaining some of the little-
known events relating to British
participation in the Pacific War. Its
analyses are sound, and an good
understanding of the war can be gained
from reading this title.

 MALINOVSKII
Hero of the Soviet Union

25910 £9.99

Boris Sokolov, Richard W. Harrison
Hardcover, 450 pages complete with

photographs and maps.
Published Price £39.95

This fine biography covers the that of
Radian Yakovlevich Malinovsky a Soviet
military commander in World War II,
Marshal of the Soviet Union, and Defense
Minister of the Soviet Union in the late
1950s and 1960s. He contributed to the
major defeat of Germany at the Battle of
Stalingrad and the Battle of Budapest.
During the post-war era, he made a pivotal
contribution to the strengthening of the
Soviet Union as a military superpower.
Malinovskii's service during the Great
Patriotic War constitutes the heart of this
book. Sokolov traces his subject's rise
from corps to army commander, and
finally to the command of various fronts.
During 1943-1944 the forces under
Malinovskii's command played a major
role in expelling the Germans from the
Donets Basin, Southern Ukraine,
Romania, Hungary, Austria and
Czechoslovakia.

The Napoleonic Library ON THE
ROAD WITH WELLINGTON

The Diary of a War Commissary in
the Peninsular Campaigns

25969 £4.99

A. L. F. Schaumann
Hardback, 448 pages
Published Price £25

The remarkable memoirs of August
Schaumann capture the life and adventures
of a junior officer in the British Army as
he endures the drama and agonies of the
fierce struggle in Spain, Portugal and the
south of France between 1808 and 1814.
Schaumann took part in Sir John Moore’s
ill-fated campaign in Spain, was present at
the ‘bloody battle of Talavera’, witnessed
the battle of Bussaco and invasion of
Portugal, fought at Fuentes d‘Onoro and
Vittoria, and accompanied the Allied
forces into France itself in 1814.
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 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: IN
THE WORDS OF NAPOLEON

The Emperor Day by Day

26984 £4.99

R. M. Johnston
Hardback, 416 pages

Published Price £19.99

An invaluable reference work from a
respected Napoleonic scholar and author,
that is a powerful portrait of a complex
individual. It uses Napoleon's own words
to show his genius, arrogance, insecurities,
and frustrations. The reader will be
amazed by Napoleon's attention to detail,
from those of pressing national interests to
the mundane.

THE NINTH QUEEN’S ROYAL
LANCERS 1936-45

The Story of an Armoured
Regiment In Battle

27697 £25.00

SB xxxi+359pp with Maps &
Illustrations (Some n Colour) 2020
N&MP Reprint of Original Edition

This a very good WW2 Regimental
History of a fine fighting unit that formed
part of the the 1st Armoured Division. The
regiment's battle honours for the Second
World War were as follows: Somme 1940,
Withdrawal to Seine, North-West Europe
1940, Saunnu, Gazala, Bir el Aslagh, Sidi
Rezegh 1942, Defence of Alamein Line,
Ruweisat, Ruweisat Ridge, El Alamein,
Tebaga Gap, El Hamma, El Kourzia,
Tunis, Creteville Pass, North Africa 1942
-43, Coriano, Capture of Forli, Lamone
Crossing, Pideura, Defence of Lamone
Bridgehead, Argenta Gap, Italy 1944-45.
Good Appendices with full Roll of Honour
including POWs,Honours & Awards, with
Citations for other ranks,Officers Service,
Ect.,complete this fine work.

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION
P-51B/C & F6C Mustang

28724 £9.99

Robert Peczkowski
Softback 240 pages

Published Price £24

If you want to know this plane inside and
out, especially if you revel in technical
illustrations from manuals, here's your
book

 NORTH KOREA INVADES THE
SOUTH

Across the 38th Parallel, June 1950

28603 £4.99

Gerry Van Tonder
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

This publication considers those first few
fateful days in June 1950 that would
cement north south antagonism to this day,
the pariah state that is communist North
Korea a seemingly increasing threat to an
already tenuous global peace.

 NORTHROP F-5E AND F-5F
TIGER II

Spotlight On

28485 £4.99

Alexandre Guedes
Hardback, 48 pages
Published Price £19

This book is the reference series for
aircraft modellers called 'Spotlight On' and
presents detailed illustrations of the
Northrop F-5E and F-5F Tiger II
supersonic jet fighter of the Cold War era,
showing the aircraft deployed by many
different countries, around the world
including the USA, Brazil, Chile and
Mexico.

 NOTES FOR COMMANDING
OFFICERS

ISSUED TO STUDENTS AT THE
SENIOR OFFICERS SCHOOL

ALDERSHOT 1918

27698 £14.99

Senior Officers' School Aldershot
SB 496 with diagrams & maps 2019

N&MP Reprint of 1918 Original
Edition

Much valuable practical information
contained in this collection of circulars
that would help battalion commanders in
France, in the later stages of The Great
War. Covers use of Scouts, Musketry,
Attack in the open, Trench warfare,
contact patrol work by aeroplanes, Courts-
Martial in France.

THE OLD FRONT LINE

30129 £3.99

John Masefield
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £9.99

A concise but moving account of the
Somme battle. British Military Intelligence
in France asked the future Poet Laureate
Masefield to write an account of the Battle
of the Somme. Although Masefield had
grand ideas for his book, he was denied
access to official records and what was
intended to be the preface was published
as The Old Front Line.

THE OPERATIONS OF ALLIED
ARMIES IN 1813 and 1814

7683 £9.99

Lord Berghersh
2016 N & M Press reprint (original

pub 1822). SB. xi + 366 pp with
plans of battlefields showing troop

dispositions and two maps
Published Price £25

The author of this valuable Napoleonic
memoir, Lord Berghersh, was a British
diplomat accredited to the HQ of the
Allied armies of Prussia, Russia, Austria
and Sweden which combined to defeat
Napoleon in 1813-14. Berghersh
witnessed the battles of Lutzen and
Leipzig and the final ‘campaign of France’
as the Allies harried the Emperor from
Germany into France and finally to Paris
itself where he abdicated. Berghersh saw it
all.

 ORDEAL BY EXOCET
HMS Glamorgan and the

Falklands War

30190 £3.99

Ian Inskip
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £12.99

If you are a student of the Falklands War,
this book needs to be on your shelf.
Written by someone who was in the thick
of the action throughout, you will learn a
lot about the role of how warships support
land forces by the use of naval gunfire
support, and the price that sometimes has
to be paid, in this case by the casualties
and and damage suffered by HMS
Glamorgan when she was struck by an
Exocet missile during the final phase of
the war.

THE PALL MALL MILITARY
SERIES

CAVALRY ON SERVICE
Illustrated by the advance of the

German cavalry across the
Mosel in 1870

28164 £18.99

General Pelet-Narbonne ,Prussian Army.
Translated from the German By Major

D'Arcy Legard 17 lancers
SB xviii+350pp with 11 coloured

Maps  2020 N&MP Reprint of 1908
Edition.

Published Price £25

THE PALL MALL MILITARY
SERIES

LETTERS ON APPLIED
TACTICS 25 Tactical Exercises
Dealing With The Operations Of
Small Detached Forces Of The

Three Arms

28163 £18.99

Major-General Griepenkerl, commandant
of the fortress of Thorn

SB xxiii+368 pp with 2 Maps  2020
N&MP Reprint of 1908 Edition.

Published Price £25

Originally published in 1912 as part of the
valued “Pall Mall Series’ of military text
books, works that are now regarded as
classics of military theory. Intended for
serious or professional students of military
history.
This is a classic textbook that was used
used to guide the young pre-Great War
officer cadet through complicated tactical
problems, exposure to field orders, and
develop a good grasp of tactical principles

 PANZER ROLLEN
The Logistics of a Panzer Division

from Primary Sources

30113 £4.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback, 127 pages

Published Price £12.99

Repair, logistics, recovery, tactics and
movement of a panzer division compiled
from post- war debriefs, contemporary
intelligence reports and interviews.
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 PB SUCCESS
The CIA’s Covert Operation to

Overthrow Guatemalan President
Jacobo Arbenz June-July 1954

28700 £5.99

Mario Overall, Dan Hagedorn
Softback, 96 pages

Published Price £19.99

In January 1954, at the peak of the so-
called "Cold War", the U.S. Government
set to overthrow the Guatemalan President
Jacobo Arbenz, who had been deemed a
Communist and a dangerous influence in
Central America. Thus, the Central
Intelligence Agency was ordered to launch
a clandestine paramilitary operation, code-
named "Project PB Success", for setting a
precedent in a region that was considered
the U.S. backyard. Six months later,
Arbenz was out and a new "ruling junta",
more amiable to U.S. interests, had
replaced him. In the process, the Agency
not only had established the principles and
tactics for all its future covert operations,
but also had shaped the U.S. foreign policy
for years to come. Heavily illustrated with
period photographs, aircraft illustrations
and maps of the operation.

 PENINSULAR EYEWITNESSES
The Experience of War in Spain

and Portugal 1808-1913

30130 £8.99

Charles J. Esdaile
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

Esdaile has brought together a vivid
selection of contemporary accounts of
every aspect of the war to create a
panoramic yet minutely detailed picture of
those years of turmoil. The story is told
through memoirs, letters and eyewitness
testimony from all sides. Instead of
generals and statesmen, we mostly hear
from less-well-known figures - junior
officers and ordinary soldiers and civilians
who recorded their immediate experience
of the conflict.

PETER THE GREAT’S
REVENGE

The Russian Siege of Narva in
1704

“Century of the Soldier” Series

27984 £7.99

Boris Megorsky
Paperback 270 pages with 151 B&W
Illustrations, 15 colour Illustrations,

2 B&M Maps, 10 B&W
photographs , & 1 Table
Published Price £29.95

This another book in the “Century of the
Soldier” Series that covers the Great
Northern War era and it is by far best, the
orders of battle in the appendices are
especially useful.
If you need to know how to service siege
cannon, learn musket drill, see what an
escalade is and how to carry it out, or the
best construction for assault ladders; all
this can be learned alongside information
about troop and cavalry deployments, hard
defences and naval support.

 POSEN ’45:
BASTION ON THE WARTHE

26902 £55.00

Gunther Baumann
Hardback 480 pages, 45 maps,

48 photographs, and 14
documents

This is the account of the month-long
siege of the city of Posen at the beginning
of 1945. Declared to be a Festung
(Fortress) by Hitler on January 20, its
soldiers were to defend the city to the
death. The defense of the city lay in the
hands of a collection of 15,000 German
and Latvian troops, supported by a few
Sturmgeschütze, one Tiger I, two
Panthers, one Hetzer, and a few SPWs.

 PHOENIX: A COMPLETE
HISTORY OF THE LUFTWAFFE

1918-1945 VOLUME 2
The Genesis of Air Power 1935

-1937

27145 £12.99

Richard Meredith
Hardcover, 924 pages

Published Price £59.99

A huge book at 924 pages Volume 2: The
Phoenix Matures 1935–1937 covers a still
neglected area, namely the early years of
post-Reichswehr development from March
1935. During this period the concept of
operativer Luftkrieg was formalised,
operational commands established, new
units and bases created, new equipment
introduced and the training of personnel
expanded. Key studies include: the
formation of the Flakartillerie, the
Luftwaffe General Staff, Luftwaffe
uniforms, the construction programme of
1935–39, the development and production
of new combat aircraft and weapons,
flying training, the Luftwaffen-Reserve,
the supply organisation, the development
of the Regiment General Goring and the
re-militarisation of the Rhineland. In
addition the Luftwaffe’s involvement in
Spain is considered in depth from initial
operations by the German volunteers to
the deployment of the Legion Condor in
the battles around Madrid and on the
Northern Front.

 Q-SHIPS AND THEIR STORY

26868 £9.99

E. Keble Chatterton
SB  xi+276pp with 44 illustrations  &
16 diagrams 2019 N&MP Reprint of

1923 Original Edition
Published Price £16.99

Based on interviews with many of the
protagonists this is the story of the Q-Ship,
also known as Q-Boats, decoy vessels,
special service ships, or mystery ships.
They were heavily armed merchant ships
with concealed weaponry, designed to lure
submarines into making surface attacks.
This gave Q-Ships the chance to open fire
and sink them.

 OFFICIAL HISTORY OF THE
GREAT WAR.

PRINCIPAL EVENTS 1914-1918

5107 £12.99

HMSO.
SB. 2001 Naval & Military Press

reprint (first pub 1922,  394pp + 27pp
appendix.

Published Price £24.95

Definitive chronology of events, compiled
by the Historical Section of the Committee
of Imperial Defence. This record of events
is arranged in three parts: General
chronological list; Political, Military,
Naval and Air; and an Alphabetical list
which enables the date of any known event
to be found at once. The Appendix
provides a comparative list (British,
French and German) of the official names
and dates of battles etc in France and
Flanders. An invaluable if not essential aid
to students of the Great War.

 PRIMUS IN ARMIS
An Illustrated History of the Royal

Wiltshire Yeomanry

30180 £15.99

Stephen Keoghane
Hardback, 288 pages with 368 black-
and white and 70 colour photographs

Published Price £30

A useful modern history of 200 years of
service including, South Africa, the First
and Second World Wars.

THE RAILWAY GAZETTE -
Special Great War Transportation

Number

27948 £8.99

2019 N & M Press reprint (of
original 1920 edition). SB. 160 pp

with B&W plates and line drawings
Published Price £14.99

A facsimile copy of the special war
transportation issue of the Railway Gazette
in 1920, which covers both narrow gauge
and standard gauge lines. Supported by
maps, diagrams and period photographs.
This special issue is widely quoted as one
of the few comprehensive studies of the
directorate's colossal transport efforts,
both on the Western Front and in other
theatres of war.

 RANKS & UNIFORMS OF THE
GERMAN ARMY, NAVY & AIR

FORCE (1940)

23047 £8.99

Denys Erlam
2014 N & M Press reprint (original

pub C1940). SB. 159 pp + 11 Colour
Plates with 450 B&W Illustrations

Published Price £18

This book, largely drawn from German
official sources, provides the means of
identifying members of the three branches
of the Nazi forces. It gives a
comprehensive view of regimental
organisation, of ships’ companies and of
air force administration. Illustrating every
aspect of clothing, caps, boots, steel
helmets and other equipment, there are
450 accurate drawings and more than 50
German soldiers, sailors and airmen are
shown in full colour. Badges of rank on
shoulder-straps, sleeves and caps are
illustrated in great detail, together with
those of the technicians and specialists.
Regimental, air-squadron and ships’
badges are fully represented. Lists show
the equivalent ranks in the British and
German forces, and there is an excellent
glossary of German military and technical
terms.

 SEVEN BATTALIONS
The Story of London Transport’s

Home Guard 1940-1946

23419 £6.99

2015 N & M Press reprint SB
Published Price £11.50

Usually associated with rural and coastal
Britain, the Home Guard was also active
in London. This is the history of the seven
battalions raised from the staff of London
Transport. They performed a vital role in
keeping the capital going through the
ordeal of the Blitz. and this history will
interest Londoners of all ages.
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THE REAPER’S HARVESTING
SUMMER

12-SS Panzer Division
“Hitlerjugend” in Normandy

30179 £16.99

Angelos N. Mansolas
Hardback, 320 pages illustrated

throught.
Published Price £35

This is a detailed history of the 12-SS
Panzer Division “Hitlerjugend” from its
formation, all through the Normandy
campaign where it received its baptism of
fire. Although employed in the field for
the first time, those young Waffen SS
soldiers fought with a tenacity and ferocity
unexcelled by any other unit Allied or
German deployed in the invasion front,
defending doggedly every single yard of
ground from Caen to Falaise a distance of
just 25 miles, for which the Canadian and
British forces fought hard to capture.

 RECOLLECTIONS OF MY
MILITARY LIFE 1806-1808

Military Engineering During The
Peninsular War

28897 £18.99

George T Landmann, Lieutenant-Colonel
Royal Engineers

2021 N&M Press reprint of original
1854 edition   2 Volumes x 304 + x

320 pages
Published Price £28

A two Volume military autobiography
penned by a rather colourful officer of the
Royal Engineers who was part of the
Gibraltar garrison,and saw active service
during the Peninsular War. Serving as a
Captain George Landmann was present at
the battle of Roleia, reconnoitred the field
of Vimeiro, and commanded his corps at
the battle. He completed many military
engineering constructions, including a
flying bridge at Villa Velha, he also
reported on fortifications, that led to
vigourous efforts being made to defend
them.

A RECORD of the BATTLES &
ENGAGEMENTS of the BRITISH

ARMIES in FRANCE &
FLANDERS 1914-18.

3723 £4.99

by Capt. E. A. James.
SB .2001 N&MP Reprint of 1924

Original Edition, 48pp
Published Price £9.95

Chronological list of engagements on the
Western Front above brigade level. FInd
out who fought where within a few
minutes.

 RED CHINA
Mao Crushes Chiang’s

Kuomintang 1949

28072 £3.99

Miguel Miranda
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

Full-scale civil war between the
Communists and the Nationalists erupted
in 1946, by the end of 1949, the
Communists controlled almost all of
mainland China, as the Nationalists
retreated to Taiwan with a significant
amount of China's national treasures and 2
million people.

REGIMENTAL RECORDS of
THE ROYAL WELCH FUSILIERS
Volume V, Part One: November
1918 – May 1940 Volume V, Part

Two: June 1940 - 1945

27958 £39.99

Lt-Gen Jonathon Riley, Lt-Col Peter
Crocker & The Late Lt-Col Sinnet

2-Volume hardback set published
2019 with 1672 pages in total,

photographs & maps
Published Price £82.50

These long-awaited Volumes fill the gap
in the RWF printed history. The emphasis
of this massive two part 1672 page
hardback Regimental history is of course
on the Second World War during which
it’s battalions, independent companies and
artillery regiments served in every major
theatre and campaign, except Ethiopia and
Syria. However, the division into two
seperate parts has allowed a proper
examination of the British Army between
the wars and its deployments around the
world. In addition to the Imperial garrisons
and the experimentation programme at
home, there were operations in North and
South Russia, the Transcaucasus, Turkey,
Germany, Cyprus, Palestine, Somalia,
Eritrea, Egypt, Ireland, Afghanistan, the
North-West Frontier of India and China.

 Report from His Majesty’s
Commissioners for Inquiring into

the System of Military Punishments
in The Army 1836

24528 £15.99

 HMSO. 1836
2016 N & M Press reprint (original
pub 1836). SB. xxiii+334+198pp.

BW
Published Price £35

A vast volume containing the official 1836
report presented to Parliament on military
punishments in the British Army during
and after the Napoleonic Wars. There is
evidence from senior officers, NCOs and
men recording the sometimes savage
penalties (flogging, branding and hanging)
imposed and their efficacy. A must for
those seriously interested in the
Napoleonic Wars.

 Richard Knötel’s
ARMIES OF EUROPE
ILLUSTRATED (1890)

23732 £9.99

Translated and Revised by Count
Gleichen, Grenadier Guards ; from the

German of Fedor Von Köppen ; Illustrated
by Richard Knötel

2015 N & M Press reprint (original
pub 1890) SB 81pp with 19 double-
page full colour plates + Duatone

sketches throughout. Classic Military
Uniforms in full colour with English

text
Published Price £14.99

Classic descriptions complete with colour
plates and vignettes by the renowned
military artist and pioneer of the study of
military uniform Richard Knötel, covering
the armies of, THE BRITISH EMPIRE -
THE GERMAN ARMY - AUSTRIA-
HUNGARY - ITALY - FRANCE -
RUSSIA - DENMARK SWEDEN AND
NORWAY - SPAIN AND PORTUGAL -
SWITZERLAND - HOLLAND AND
BELGIUM - TURKEY AND THE
STATES OF THE BALKAN
PENINSULA.
Knötel is still the most widely referenced
artist in the study of military attire of the
early modern era, and is still much in use
as a prime reference source today.

 ROMMEL AND CAPORETTO

28217 £3.99

J. Wilks
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £12.99

This book covers two topics - first is the
overall battle of Caporetto - the
background on both sides, weaknesses of
the Italian command and positions, the
German plan and the course of the battle.
Second is the role that Rommel and the
small unit under his command played in
the fighting.

 Royal Air Force History Volume II
An Encyclopedia of the Inter-War

Years

30126 £9.99

Ian M. Phillpott
Hardback, 500 pages
Published Price £35

This book covers every conceivable part
of the RAF's history through pre-War
days. It looks at the development and
invention of new equipment such as radar,
monoplane fighters, metal construction
and the heavy bomber. This was an era
when science in aviation was rushing
ahead and fortunately for Britain's
freedom, it laid the foundations of victory
in 1945
 WELLINGTON’S PENINSULAR
WAR GENERALS AND THEIR

BATTLES
A Biographical and Historical

Dictionary

26098 £4.99

T. A. Heathcote
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

Wellington’s achievements in the
Peninsular War cannot be overestimated.
At the outset in 1808 Napoleon and his
Marshals appeared unstoppable. By the
close Wellington and his Army had
convincingly defeated the French and
taken the war across the Pyrenees into
France itself. He and his Generals had
waged a hugely successful campaign both
by conventional means and guerrilla
warfare.

THE ROYAL NAVY LYNX
An Operational History

27530 £5.99

Larry Jeram-Croft
Hardback, 289 pages
Published Price £25

Tells the story of the RN Lynx from its
original design inception as part of an
Anglo-French helicopter project through
its entry into service, its real “debut” in the
Falklands Conflict, its stunning success in
the Gulf War and more recent operations
through to its eventual departure from
service in 2017.

 ROYAL OBSERVER CORPS
The Eyes and Ears of the RAF in

WWII

28596 £5.99

Based on file AIR41/11 at the National
Archives Kew

Hardback, 232 pages
Published Price £19.99

This is the official history of the Royal
Observer Corps,awarded the title Royal by
His Majesty King George VI in April
1941, in recognition of service carried out
by Observer Corps personnel during the
Battle of Britain. Throughout the
remainder of the Second World War, the
ROC continued to complement and at
times replace the Chain Home defensive
radar system by undertaking an inland
aircraft tracking and reporting function,
while Chain Home provided a
predominantly coastal, long-range tracking
and reporting system.
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STOPPING HITLER 
An Official Account of How Britain Planned 

to Defend Itself in the Second World War 
 

An in depth listing of  
all the methods utilised  
or mooted to resist the 

invasion of the UK in WW2. 
Essential for those studying 

defence of the United 
Kingdom in WW2, these are 
the official and previously 

classified plans and reports 
of the Chiefs of Staff from 
1933 to the end of the war.  

 

After the unprecedented 
death and devastation of the 
First World War, few people 
imagined that such a conflict 

could ever happen again. Though the belief that it was 
the ‘war to end war’ was to be shattered within a 
generation, in the immediate aftermath of the First 
World War, it was expected that international disputes 
could be settled by arbitration through the creation of 
League of Nations. Consequently, the British 
Government concluded that there would not be another 
war for a least ten years and therefore the country’s 
armed forces could be correspondingly scaled back. The 
rise of Nazism in Germany in the 1930s, however, 
prompted politicians and generals to contemplate the 
frightening prospect of another world war.  

The Chiefs of Staff of the three Defence Services were 
instructed to bring Britain’s armed forces up to a 
standard where they could resist a revitalised and 
powerful aggressor, and to put in place plans for the 
defence of the country. When that war became a reality, 
the Chiefs of Staff then had to devise schemes to prevent 
a German invasion and, as the war progressed, to 
counter the bombers of the Luftwaffe and the flying 
bombs and rockets that followed.  

 These are the real reports reproduced in their entirety, 
compiled by the men in whose hands lay the fate of the 
United Kingdom in its darkest hours.  

With a price tag of £25 when published this is now 
somewhat of a bargain at our offer price of £3.99.

Hardback  •  388 pages 
Product code:  27364 

Published at £25.00  •  Our price: £3.99

Testing  
to the Limits 

British Test Pilots since 1910 
 

Complete in two volumes, Testing to the Limits 
presents the story of Britain’s aircraft industry and 
its turkeys and its triumphs. It pays tribute to the 
men who daily push the 
envelope to ensure that 
the UK is still at the 
forefront of aviation 
endeavours. 

From Short biplanes of 
1910, the book traverses 
the abundance of 
prototypes in the 1920s 
and 1930s, the advances 
of World War II from 
Spitfire to Vampire, the 
post-war challenges of 
the sound barrier and  
the pressures of the Cold 
War to the supersonic 
Concorde, the Harrier 
‘jump-jet’ and today’s  
fly-by-wire Typhoon. 

Gives an account of 
British test pilots, 
organised by pilot name, 
of note and the aircraft 
they flew. It is illustrated 
with well chosen 
photographs of famous 
and long forgotten pilots 
and aircraft and is a ‘must’ for anyone with an 
interest in British aviation. 

Published at just shy of £50 we have the pair in 
offer at £18.99.

Hardback, 2 volumes  •  573 pages in total 
Product code:  30159 

Published at £50  •  Our price: £18.99 for 2 vols
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 SAINT QUENTIN
Hindenburg Line

30132 £3.99

Helen McPhail, Philip Guest
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £9.95

St. Quentin was somewhat different from
the other "battlefields", in that a major
battle was not fought around it. It was
however prominent in the early actions of
1914, again briefly in 1917, and again in
the actions of 1918, in between it was
occupied by the Germans. The format
follows the usual  “Battleground” formula.

 SCOUT-SNIPING

28154 £5.99

“Periscope” pseudonym of Lieut.Col. Pete
Anderson, Alberta Regiment

2020 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1918).  SB. viii + 118 pages with

20 Illustrations & 14 plates
Published Price £8.99

Scout-Sniping is a classic 1918 sniping
manual written by a Big Game hunter and
decorated Great War soldier, who is
believed to be the only Canadian officer to
escape from a German prison camp during
the War. A rarity in it’s original 1918
printing it lays down the principles for the
foundation for sniper training.

THE SEASICK ADMIRAL
Nelson and the Health of the Navy

27425 £4.99

Kevin Brown
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

An excellent book well researched and
written, this is a scholarly investigation
into Nelson’s ailments both those suffered
in action and to those that we common in
the 18th century. Nelson recognised that
the fitness and morale of his troops was
the trump card for victory over the enemy.
Many other people contributed to what
became a revolution in naval health but
because of his heroic status Nelson’s
influence was hugely significant, a role
which this book reveals in detail for the
first time.

 SECRET FLOTILLAS VOLUME
II

Clandestine Operations in the
Western Mediterranean, North

African and the Adriatic 1940-1944

30127 £4.99

Brooks Richard
Softback, 484 pages

Published Price £16.99

This authoritative publication by the
official historian, the late Sir Brooks
Richards, vividly describes and analyses
the clandestine naval operations that took
place during World War II. The account
has been made possible through Sir
Brooks' access to closed government
archives, combined with his own wartime
experiences and the recollections of many
of those involved.

 SECRET NAVAL
INVESTIGATOR

The Battle Against Hitler’s Secret
Underwater Weapons

27361 £3.99

F. Asha Lincoln
Hardback, 182 pages

Published Price £19.99

In the lead-up to the Second World War,
Ashe Lincoln, a junior barrister, had
enlisted in the Royal Naval Volunteer
Reserve as a Sub-Lieutenant. On the
outbreak of war he became determined to
serve at sea and was posted to minelayers.
But a mysterious midnight summons sent
him hurrying from his ship to the
Admiralty in London and a top-secret
conference presided over by Winston
Churchill. Ashe Lincoln soon found
himself pitting his wits against brilliantly
skilful German scientists and technicians.
These were the men Hitler had entrusted to
devise secret underwater weapons sea
mines and torpedoes of new and often
unsuspected types to destroy Britain’s
seapower and starve its population into
surrender.

 SECTION D FOR
DESTRUCTION

Forerunner of SOE

28618 £6.99

Malcolm Atkin
Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

When Neville Chamberlain made his
famous Peace in Our Time statement in
1938, after the Munich Agreement with
Hitler, he may, or may not, have been
aware that the new Section D of the Secret
Intelligence Service was already making
plans to mount an all-out political and
sabotage war against Nazi Germany. This
was a new form of warfare, encompassing
bribery, black propaganda and sabotage by
agents described as having no morals or
scruples. To the horror of many, it
disregarded the conventions of neutrality
and was prepared to hit the Nazi state
wherever it could do most damage.
Malcolm Atkin reveals how Section Ds
struggle to build a European wide anti-
Nazi resistance movement was met with
widespread suspicion from government, to
the extent of a systematic destruction of its
reputation. It was, however, a key pioneer
of irregular warfare that led to the
formation of the famous Special
Operations Executive (SOE). His study is
the first in-depth account of it to be
published since the release of previously
secret documents to the National Archives.

 SHELDRAKE
Memories of a World War II

Gunner

27222 £3.99

Major Richard Hughes
Hardback, 167 pages

Published Price £19.99

Major Dick Hughes. Major Dick Hughes'
personal account of his service with the
guns artillery of the 53rd Welsh Division
from Normandy to Hamburg including the
hard fought battles for the Orne valley and
Hetrogosenbosch .

 SINEWS OF WAR
The Logistical Battle to Keep the
53rd Welsh Division on the Move

During Operation Overlord

27814 £3.99

Gwilym Davies
Softback, 104 pages

Published Price £9.99

A fascinating account of the feat of
logistics which it took to supply of the
hard fighting 53rd Welsh division from
Normandy to Hamburg. A limited run
Divisional publication out of print since
the ’50s with a new introduction and
overview of the actions of the Division.

 SOMME 1916
Success and Failure on the First
Day of the Battle of the Somme

27016 £4.99

Paul Kendall
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £30

Much controversy has surrounded the
Somme offensive relating to its
justification and its impact upon the course
of the war. General Sir Douglas Haig’s
policies have been the subject of
considerable debate about whether the
heavy losses sustained were worth the
small gains that were achieved which
appeared to have little strategic value. That
was certainly the case on many sectors on
1 July 1916, where British soldiers were
unable to cross No Man s Land and failed
to reach, or penetrate into, the German
trenches. In other sectors, however,
breaches were made in the German lines
culminating in the capture that day of
Leipzig Redoubt, Mametz and Montauban.
This book aims to highlight the failures
and successes on that day and for the first
time evaluate those factors that caused
some divisions to succeed in capturing
their objectives whilst others failed. An
important new study, this book is certain
to answer these questions as well as
challenging the many myths and
misconceptions surrounding the battle that
have been propagated for the last 100
years.

 SAILING INTO THE PAST:
LEARNING FROM REPLICA

SHIPS

27483 £4.99

Jenny Bennett
Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £25

The advent of computer models and
astonishing advances in marine
archaeology has meant that we no longer
need to guess how fast Viking longships
couid sail - or how a Greek trireme
operated. The building of working or
virtual models of such ancient ships has
vastly increased our knowledge of their
capabilities and revolutionised our ideas of
our ancestors seapower. This book is the
first to chart these discoveries and present
them in a comprehensive, comprehensible,
and beautifully illustrated text. Editor
Jenny Bennett has brought together an
expert team to discuss triremes, and such
individual ships as Captain Cook s
Endeavour. Each chapter covers a single
representative vessel, analysiing such
aspects as windward ability, seagoing
power, speed and ease of handling,
docking and manoevreability.
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THE SOUTH WALES
BORDERERS 24TH FOOT 1689

-1937

23048 £28.00

C T Atkinson
2014 N & M Press reprint (original

pub 1937). SB. xxi 601 pp + 23
Colour Plates, including 12 of

uniform and one of colours, with
portraits, illustrations & maps

Published Price £38

The South Wales Borderers and its
predecessor units were one of the most
distinguished, as well as one of the most
venerable, line regiments in the British
Army. Formed in 1689, the year of the
‘Glorious Revolution’ the regiment played
a major part in Britain’s 18th century wars
with France, and in colonial conflicts of
the 19th century. It’s finest hour came at
the legendary defence of Rorke’s Drift in
the 1879 Zulu War, when a record 11 VCs
were won in a single day – seven of them
to the regiment’s members – during the
successful and heroic siege of the Natal
mission station against Zulu warrior. This
magnificent regimental history concludes
with the story of the Borderers in the Great
War and its aftermath.

 THE CAMPAIGN OF 1815:
LIGNY, QUATRE BRAS,

WATERLOO

24522 £11.99

William O’Connor Morris
2016 N & M Press reprint (original

pub 1900) SB xxiii + 420 pp
Published Price £16

Written by an Oxford academic in 1900,
this is a very detailed and complete
account of the Waterloo campaign which
should not be missed by any Napoleonic
Wars scholar or enthusiast.

 SOVIET CONQUEST: BERLIN
1945

30188 £4.99

Tony Le Tissier
Hardback, 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

How did top Red Army commanders see
the assault on Berlin in 1945 - what was
their experience of the last, terrible battle
of the Second World War in Europe?
Personal accounts by the most famous
generals involved - Zhukov, Koniev and
Chuikov - have been published in English,
but the recollections of their principal
subordinates haven't been available in the
west before, and it is their role in the final
Soviet offensive that is the focus of Tony
Le Tissier's fascinating book. These were
the officers who were responsible for the
execution of the Red Army's plan for the
assault, in immediate touch with the troops
on the front line of the advance. They saw
most clearly where the operation
succeeded and where it failed. Their
recollections, publication of which was
long banned in the Soviet Union, throw a
new light on the course of battle and on
the inner workings of the Red Army
command in the final phase of the conflict.

THE SPARTAN WAY

30131 £7.99

Nic Fields
Hardback, 208 pages
Published Price £25

Fields describes the elements of the
militaristic Spartan society of ancient
Greece, from detailed battlefield strategies
to the role of women in Spartan society,
and evaluates Sparta's successes and
defeats on the battlefield over several
centuries. The book features B&W photos
of antiquities and modern-day locations,
plus B&W maps and battle charts"

SPECIAL CAMPAIGN SERIES:
1862 FREDERICKSBURG

A Study In War

28144 £14.50

Major G.W. Redway
SB xvi+297pp with 5 Maps  2020
N&MP Reprint of 1906 Edition.

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history,
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
Fredericksburg is remembered as one of
the most one-sided battles of the American
Civil War, with Union casualties more
than twice as heavy as those suffered by
the Confederates. A visitor to the
battlefield described the battle to US
President Abraham Lincoln as a
“butchery”.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: FROM BOULOGNE TO

AUSTERLITZ
Napoleon’s Campaign of 1805

28137 £14.50

Lieut.-Colonel R. G. Burton, Indian Army
SB vi+105 pp with 8 Maps  2020
N&MP Reprint of 1912 Edition.

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history,
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
Napoleon’s most brilliant campaign as
Emperor, culminating in smashing the
Third Coalition against France. Lt.-Col.
Burton dispenses with the extraneous
elements and focuses primarily on the
actions of Napoleon as he guides his
troops from Boulogne, where they have
been training for an invasion of Britain, to
face his Austrian and Russian foes across
the Rhine.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: NAPOLEON’S
CAMPAIGNS IN ITALY

1796-1797 and 1800

28143 £14.50

Lieut.-Col.RG Burton
SB x+142 pp with 4 Maps  2020
N&MP Reprint of 1912 Edition.

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history,
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
The Italian campaigns of the French
Revolutionary Wars (1792-1802) were a
series of conflicts fought principally in
Northern Italy between the French
Revolutionary Army and a coalition of
Austria, Russia, Piedmont-Sardinia, and a
number of other Italian states. The second
phase of the war in Italy began in 1799 as
part of the War of the Second Coalition
and was different from the first in that
Russian forces participated in the
campaign. However, at the beginning of
the conflict the Russians were yet to
arrive.Bonaparte, meanwhile, was away
from the continent, as from May 1798 to
September 1799 he was leading the
Egyptian Campaign.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: THE CAMPAIGN IN

BOHEMIA 1866
(Austro-Prussian War or The

Seven Weeks' War)

28135 £14.50

Lt-Col G J R Glunicke
SB xvi+221 pp with 14 Maps & Plans
2020 N&MP Reprint of 1907 Edition.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: THE WAR OF
SECESSION 1861-1862

Bull Run To Malvern Hill

28136 £14.50

Major G.W. Redway
SB viii+392 pp with 11 Maps  2020

N&MP Reprint of 1912 Edition.

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history,
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
Covered in succinct chapters, Major
Redway details subjects including: The
Army System, The Command of the Seas,
Organisation & Strategy, Tactics,
Operations in 1866, Campaign in West
Virginia, The Bull Run Campaign, Valley
Campaign and Yorktown Peninsula.

 STAR SHELL REFLECTIONS
1914-1916

The Illustrated Great War Diaries
of Jim Maultsaid

27429 £3.99

Barbara McClun
Hardback 208 pages
Published Price £25

In the flood of Great War memoirs
published during the Great War centenary,
Jim Maultsaid's stand out from the crowd.
This is the first volume of a soldier's eye
view of life in the front line, that is made
even better by the quality of the
illustrations that were created by the
author himself.
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 STEEL CHARIOTS IN THE
DESERT

The Story of an Armoured-Car
Driver with the Duke of

Westminster in Libya & in Arabia
with T.E. Lawrence

27928 £9.99

S C Rolls
SB 285 pp with 6 Illustrations & 2
maps 2019 N&MP Reprint of 1937

Original Edition
Published Price £12.99

Lawrence’s personal driver in the desert
“our strongest & most resourceful man,
the ready mechanic who largely kept our
cars in running order”, Rolls was a pre-
war motor mechanic who enlisted into the
Armoured Car Brigade of the Royal Naval
Air Service in 1914. After a short sojourn
in Flanders this book follows his many
adventures combating the Senussi
Uprising in North Africa, rescuing
captured British Sailors and fighting in
support of Lawrence's Arab irregulars
battling against the Turkish army in the
Middle East. All this accomplished from
behind the steering wheel of his Rolls
Royce Armoured Car.

THE STORY OF THE 5th
BATTALION THE

DORSETSHIRE REGIMENT IN
NORTH-WEST EUROPE 23RD
JUNE 1944 TO 5TH MAY 1945

23734 £6.99

Major G R Hartwell MC, Major G R Pack
& Major M A Edwards

2015 N & M Press reprint (original
pub 1945) SB 82 pp with Illustrations

in text
Published Price £9.99

Unit campaign history of a battalion which
fought its way from Normandy via
Arnhem and the Rhine Crossing into
Germany.

THE SURRENDER OF
SINGAPORE

Three Years of Hell

27365 £5.99

Stephen Wynn
Hardback, 212 pages

Published Price £19.99

The fall of Britain’s fortress island of
Singapore was perhaps the greatest single
British disaster of the entire Second World
War. Singapore fell to the Japanese in
1942 and was controlled by them for the
next three years. During this time Chinese
civilians and Commonwealth soldiers
were murdered in such incidents as the
Sook Ching massacre and the Burma
Railway death march. Winston Churchill
decided against a public inquiry into the
circumstances surrounding the fall of this
bastion of the empire, and no subsequent
British government has seen fit to change
that decision.

THE TANK IN ACTION

26160 £12.99

Capt. D.G. Browne MC
SB  x+370pp, 517 with 21 plates.

2018 N&MP Reprint of 1920
Original Edition

Published Price £22

This a valuable, accurate, and rare
contemporary account by an officer who
won the Military Cross serving with the
7th Bn.Tank Co. It contains detailed
accounts of a large number of tank actions,
including, from personal experience, the
Cockcroft, Cambrai, Bourlon Wood, 1918
battles.
Cyril Falls wrote of this book in his
bibliography War Books.
"...his best chapters are those of an
eyewitness. He is at times severely critical
& perhaps even unjust, though he has
obviously tried not to be. For the reader
who contemplates tackling one book only
on tanks in the War this is probably the
best, for Captain Browne is a lucid &
entertaining writer."

 TAURUS PURSUANT
A History Of 11th Armoured

Division

28170 £16.99

Published by Printing And Stationery
Service, Germany, 1945

SB 248 pp with 20 Maps in colour
2020 N&MP Reprint of 1946 Edition.

11th Armoured Division is widely
recognised as one of the best British
armoured divisions in the Second World
War, earning its spurs in all of the most
famous actions of the North West
European campaign and commanded by
the desert legend Pip Roberts. Originally
printed in occupied Germany soon after
WW2 had finished, this is an excellent
Divisional History, with good, clear colour
maps and a well written narrative. A Roll
of Honour by regiment (Name, Date and
Place) completes this fine history.

THE TERRITORIAL DIVISIONS
1914-1918

28398 £8.99

J Stirling late major 8th Batt. Royal scots
Softback xxi+224 pages 2020 N&MP

Reprint of 1922 Edition
Published Price £12.99

A very useful work by an gifted compiler,
it gives the outline histories of every
Terrirorial division, both first and second
line with lists of the operations in which
they took part.

 TEUTONIC TITANS
Hindenburg, Ludendorff and the
Kaiser’s Marshals and Generals

30163 £19.99

Blaine Taylor
Hardback 416 Pages with 526 B&W

photographs
Published Price £40

A heavily illustrated history of German
Emperor Wilhelm II’s First World War
marshals and generals with maps,
photographs, graphics and cartoons. With
capters including- 1847–1914, 1914–18
(East), 1914–18 (Middle East), 1916-18
(Balkan States), 1914-18 (West),
Armistice and Revolution, 1918-20,
Weimar Republic, 1921-31, Nazis, 1932
-34, Scepters, 1935-36, Swastikas, 1937
-45 and Imperial and Royal Exits, 1951
-55.

 THE “B” LISTS OF MENTIONS
Rewards for Valuable Services

during the First World War 1914
-19

War Office - Air Ministry - Home
Office

28472 £35.00

Document source: The War Office
SB 544 pp  2020 N&MP Reprint of

1917-1920 ORIGINAL WAR
OFFICE PRESS RELEASES

The ‘B’ list mentions, although not
carrying the status of ‘A’ list awards, are
extremely valuable to both military and
civil Great War genealogy. Not printed in
the London Gazette, they were instead
provided to the press for publication. In
this official work you will find: Home
Service Military Personnel; Nursing
Services; Anti-Aircraft Services; Military
Record Services; Civilian Doctors;
Services Whilst Prisoner of War; etc. In
total, a staggering c.45,000 recipients are
mentioned in this, a complete set of the
original War Office ‘B’ mentions.

THE ARMY CORPS OF THE
FIRST WORLD WAR

28731 £11.99

Michael Scott
Softback 252 pages

Published Price £16.99

This useful book covers The Army Corps
of all campaigns and theatres of the First
World War, in the army’s hierarchy the
The Army Corps sat above and
commanded the Divisions.

 THE OCCUPATION OF THE
RHINELAND 1918-1929

OFFICIAL HISTORY OF THE
GREAT WAR.

28891 £35.00

by Brig-Gen Sir JE Edmonds.
2021 N&M Press reprint (original

pub 1944). SB. xxv+444pp +6 Maps
in colour

Official history of Britain’s occupation of
the Rhineland after the 1918 Armistice .
Originally published in a restricted edition
of 100 copies - ironically in 1945, as
another British occupation of Germany
was beginning - this final volume of the
official history of the Great War covers in
great detail the ten-year occupation of the
area of the Rhineland, centred on the cities
of Aachan and Cologne. It describes how,
under the terms of the Armistice, the
British armies moved slowly forward from
the line they had reached at the Armistice
on November 11th 1918 to occupy and
administer the area - a task that continued
for the next decade.
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 THE RISE OF RAIL POWER IN
WAR AND CONQUEST 1833-1914

28720 £11.99

Edwin A Pratt
2020 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1902).  Softback xxii+405pp

Published Price £16.99

Edwin A. Pratt’s classic account of the
extent to which railways were used in
warfare preceding the outbreak of the
Great War, with good detail on how
Germany proposed to employ railways to
further her aims. This is an invaluable
work written by a well-respected transport
expert, as a preliminary study to his
magnum opus ‘British Railways and the
Great War’; This has also been
republished by The Naval & Military
Press.

 THE STORY OF THE 25th
INDIAN DIVSION

The Arakan Campaign

28707 £5.99

War Department Government of India
SB 38pp  Illustrated throughout in

colour  2020 N&MP Reprint of 1947
Original Edition

Published Price £9.99

 HEART OF A DRAGON
VCs of the Welsh Regiment 1845

-1902

27893 £9.99

W. Alister Williams
Hardback, 229 pages
Published Price £30

This is an in-depth examination of the
details of a number of individual VC
actions and other significant events in the
lives of the men concerned.

 THE STORY OF THE TWENTY-
THIRD HUSSARS 1940-1946

28402 £22.00

Compiled by members of the Regiment
Softback 277 pp +11 colour maps &

B&W illustrations 2020 N&MP
Reprint of 1946 Edition.

The 23rd Hussars were a cavalry regiment
of the British Army raised during World
War II, that was in existence from 1940 to
1946, it fought in Sherman & Churchill
tanks from Normandy through the Low
Countries and Ardennes to Germany. An
excellent Armoured history that concludes
with Honours & Awards,a Roll of Honour
and list of Wounded and Prisoners, to all
ranks.

35

TRANSPORTATION ON THE
WESTERN FRONT 1914-18.

OFFICIAL HISTORY OF THE
GREAT WAR.

TRANSPORTATION ON THE
WESTERN FRONT 1914-18.

OFFICIAL HISTORY OF THE
GREAT WAR.

28892 £35.00

2021 N & M Press reprint (original
pub 1937). SB. xxxiv + 531pp +16

sketch maps.

Colonel AM HennikerColonel AM Henniker
2021 N & M Press reprint (original
pub 1937). SB. xxxiv + 531pp +16

sketch maps.

A most important contribution to the
history of the war on the Western Front,
describing the vital part played by
transportation - railways, roads, clocks
and canals. It reveals some of the main
transport questions that arose and the
organisation that was set up to deal with
them, an organisation that combined a
number of services into one single one
called Transportation, under a Director
General the first and best known of whom
was a civilian railway manager sent out to
France and given the honorary rank of
Major General, Sir Eric Geddes.

A most important contribution to the
history of the war on the Western Front,
describing the vital part played by
transportation - railways, roads, clocks
and canals. It reveals some of the main
transport questions that arose and the
organisation that was set up to deal with
them, an organisation that combined a
number of services into one single one
called Transportation, under a Director
General the first and best known of whom
was a civilian railway manager sent out to
France and given the honorary rank of
Major General, Sir Eric Geddes.

 TURNING THE TIDE
The Battles of Coral Sea and

Midway

30142 £5.99

Philip D. Grove
Softback, 240 pages
Published Price £17

Revisits the Royal Navy's official histories
of two pivotal naval battles Coral Sea and
Midway. Taken from the previously
classified battle summaries, numbers 45
and 46, this d edition is a valuable aid to
the study of two groundbreaking carrier
battles in the Pacific War.

 U-552 THE RED DEVIL BOAT
Its Operational History in Words

and Images

28723 £85.00

Axel Urbanke and Michael Rey
Hardback 352 pages with 318

photographs & 18 colour maps & 6
colour graphics Dual English &

German language

Despite its fame during the war, until now
there has been no comprehensive history
of U-552.This book changes this. Photos
from all of the boat’s patrols, a war cruise
chronology including the period after
Topp, and a detailed description of all
patrols together form a special U-boat
book. Colour graphics and maps round out
the book.

 WAR AND TRADE WITH THE
PHARAOHS

An Archaeological Study of Ancient
Egypt’s Foreign Relations

28631 £6.99

Garry J. Shaw
Hardback, 213 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is an exceptionally well researched,
written, organised and presented title,
beginning with the earliest contact with
Nubia and the Levant, he describes how
Egypt had extensive trading contacts from
Prehistoric times. He describes military
campaigns,the exchange of commodities,
ideas and technologies, diplomatic and
trade delegations.

 UBIQUE
War Services of All the Officers of

H.M.'s Bengal Army 1863

23164 £16.99

Captain T C Anderson (Late Bengal NI)
2014 N & M Press reprint (original

pub 1861). SB.  lxxiv+668pp
Published Price £28

Subtitled “Exhibiting the Rank & Various
Services of Every Officer in the Army;
Distinguishing Those Who Have Received
Medals & Other Distinctions & Who Have
Been Wounded, & In What Actions, with
their Dates of Commissions; & Showing
The Languages & Other Examinations
They have Passed in, or who have been
Mentioned in Despatches Additional
Service for Lucknow & Cawnpore Ect ”.
This is an invaluable reference work for all
students of the Indian army.

 UNDER THEIR OWN FLAG
A History of 47 Squadron 1916

-1946

28150 £6.99

Owen Clark
Hardback 160 pages 100
B&W photographs and 8

aircraft profiles
Published Price £29.95

Another example of a book that is ill-
served by a main title that makes it unclear
as to it’s real nature, an excellent excellent
modern Squadron History,which details
the remarkable story of No. 47 Squadron
from its birth in 1916 through to the
culmination of the Second World War. In
particular, the period relating to the Great
War (the Squadron having been based on
the Eastern front), then participation in the
Russian Civil War in support of the troops
of the “Whites” in the south.

 VCs OF THE NORTH
Cumbria, Durham and

Northumberland

25959 £2.99

Alan Withworth
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

Alan Whitworth, in this carefully
researched account, describes in graphic
detail the exploits and the lives of this elite
band of heroes. Within this group of
Northern VC recipients are a number of
outstanding names, including Richard
Annand who gained the first VC of the
Second World War and Roland Bradford
who was one of only four sets of brothers
to have secured the VC. He also had the
distinction of becoming the youngest
general in the British army. But among the
roll of the brave whose gallantry and self-
sacrifice are celebrated in these pages the
reader will find the names and
extraordinary deeds of many other men
who were either born or bred or lived and
died in the North. They will also find the
story of the youngest Victoria Cross
recipient who won his award aged just
nineteen.

 WALCHEREN TO WATERLOO
The British Army in the Low

Countries during French
Revolutionary and Napoleonic

Wars 1739-1815

28491 £6.99

Andrew Limm
Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

Unfortunately a somewhat patchy book,
with a misleading title. There were six
engagements by the British Army in the
Low Countries, only four are mentioned,
with Ostend 1798 referenced only in
passing. The title of the book is poor,
Walcheren was the fourth not the first
action, and Waterloo is not covered, also
the image on the cover is of the Battle of
Waterloo so it’s hard to explain why it’s
been used.

 WARFARE IN NEOLITHIC
EUROPE

An Archaeological and
Anthropological Analysis

28444 £5.99

Julian Maxwell Heath
Hardback, 168 pages

Published Price £19.99

It comes as no surprise that the various
groups of people who were alive during
the neolithic period, were often at war
with each other. It was ever thus...

 THEIR FINEST HOUR

28455 £6.99

Nick Thomas
Hardback 240 pages
Published Price £25

The stories of six of Churchill's 'Few',
each of whom played an important part in
the Battle of Britain. Celebrated and much
respected in their own squadrons, all have
since faded somewhat into obscurity.
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 WARGAME: AMERICAN CIVIL
WAR

 “Paper Soldiers” series

27919 £7.99

Peter Dennis
Softback, 48 pages

Published Price £16.95

Here the blue and the grey regiments can
clash again, using simple rules from
Veteran wargamer Andy Callan. Although
the figures can be used with any of the
commercial sets of wargame rules, an
introduction to wargaming and a simple
set of rules by veteran wargamer Andy
Callan is included, along with buildings,
trees and even artillery along with daring
rebel cavalry and colourful Zouaves.

 WARGAME: CASTLE ASSAULT
Sieges and Battles Edward I to

Bannockburn
 “Paper Soldiers” series

27918 £7.99

Peter Dennis, Andy Callan
Softback, 48 pages

Published Price £16.95

The Scottish and Welsh wars of Edward
the first and second up to the Battle of
Bannockburn, with barded knights, Scots
schiltrons and wild Welsh archers fighting
again for freedom. Featuring an extensive
castle model with a siege assault force and
a siege game included in the rules.
 WARGAME: THE AMERICAN

REVOLUTIONARY WAR
 “Paper Soldiers” series

27920 £7.99

Peter Dennis
Softbak, 48 pages

Published Price £16.95

In the 'Battle in America' series well-
known historical illustrator Peter Dennis
breathes life back into the 19th century
paper soldier, supplying all the artwork
needed to create the armies which
struggled for Liberty across the states of
the colonial new world.

 WARGAME: THE ROMAN
INVASION AD 43 - 84

 “Paper Soldiers” series

27921 £7.99

Peter Dennis
Softback, 48 pages

Published Price £16.95

In the Battle for Britain series, well-known
historical illustrator Peter Dennis breathes
life back into the 19th century paper
soldier, supplying all the artwork needed
to create the armies which struggled for
supremacy through our island history.
Here, the Legions of Rome and the fierce
Celtic inhabitants of Britannia can clash
again using simple rules from veteran
wargamer Andy Callan.

THE WATERLOO ARMIES
Men, Organization and Tactics

30181 £5.99

Philip J. Haythornthwaite
Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £25

Each corps and division (and its
commander) is described, this useful book
should be a prefatory study before reading
any other account or analysis of the battle.
 WOMEN AS ARMY SURGEONS

Being The History Of The
Women’s Hospital Corps 1914

-1919

28471 £7.99

Flora Murray CBE; MD: DPH;
2020 N&M Press reprint (original

pub 1920).  Softback xvi263pp
Published Price £11.50

Flora Murray’s book is a record of the
Women’s Hospital Corps in France and
the Endell Street Military Hospital,
London. Despite a lack of training in
trauma and orthopaedics and with no
previous experience in military medicine,
she met the challenge of treating often
horrific wartime casualties and returning
battle-injured men to society. She, along
with her partner Dr Louisa Garrett
Anderson, redefined gender roles in
military medici

THE WATERLOO MEDAL
ROLL

3106 £19.99

SB. 404pp +15p index of units and
sub-units. 2001 N&MP Reprint of

Original Edition
Published Price £45

Complete list of recipients of the Waterloo
Medal, issued to all who took part in the
battle. Virtually the roll call of the British
regiments and corps, including the King’s
German Legion, who fought in the battle.
Lists are arranged by regiments/corps,
placed in order of precedence, and in most
cases broken down into companies or
troops (cavalry) within regiments and
battalions, each identified by its officer
commanding. In some units casualty
details are given. The staff are shown
separately. A truly historical record.

 WATERLOO ROLL CALL
With Biographical Notes and

Anecdotes

3108 £6.99

by Charles Dalton.
SB. xv + 297pp  2001 N&MP Reprint

of 1904 Second Edition.
Published Price £9.95

Details of all the officers that fought at
The Battle of Waterloo - comprehensive
and useful.

 TIGERS AT WAR
The Princess of Wale’s Royal

Regiment

28701 £6.99

Michael Scott
Hardback, 284 pages
Published Price £25

This is an expert insider's view of modern
'asymmetrical' warfare in all its key
aspects, and winner of the 'Miniature
Wargames Recommends' award for
January 2018

 WELLINGTON’S FOOT
GUARDS AT WATERLOO

The Men Who Saved The Day
Against Napoleon

30095 £8.99

Robert Burnham, Ron McGuian
Hardback, 380 pages
Published Price £25

Wellington’s Foot Guards at Waterloo is a
definitive. and much-needed tribute to the
1st (Guards) Division in the Waterloo
campaign. The book does not stop at the
conclusion of the battle, but goes on to
describe the actions of the 1st Division in
the march to Paris, and the siege of
Peronné. There are sixteen pages of
illustrations (with nineteen full- colour
images) and fifteen appendices, covering
everything from monthly strength returns,
to awards received, to promotions within
the Guards in 1815. There is also a chapter
providing mini-biographies of all Guards
officers present in the campaign.

 WELLINGTON’S
HEADQUARTERS

The Command and Administration
of the British Army During the

Peninsular War

27567 £4.99

S. G. P. Ward
Hardback, 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

It is a superb survey of the duties of the
departments of the Army in the Peninsular
War. An eye opening investigation into the
true nature of Wellington's command
style, written by a man who knew the
Duke's habits and character as well as if he
had himself served under him... There is
no finer book in print that does justice to
this understudied but brilliant
headquarters.

 WITH THE NIGERIANS IN
GERMAN EAST AFRICA

23453 £11.99

Capt W.D. Downes M.C.
2015 N & M Press reprint (original
pub 1919) SB xv+352 pp with maps

& Illustrations
Published Price £18

Detailed account of the Nigerian Brigade
WAFF (1st, 2nd, 3rd & 4th Bns. Nigeria
Regt.) in German East Africa from Dec.
1916 (after service in the Cameroons).
Appendices include roll of awards to all
ranks, Africans & Europeans, with date &
citation, also a roll of British officers &
NCO casualties (killed, died of disease,
severely wounded, slightly wounded.

 YAMATO
Flagship of the Japanese Imperial

Navy

30162 £16.99

Daniel Knowles
Hardback 224 pages with 76 B&W

and 75 colour photographs.
Published Price £35

A good well illustrated modern history of
Japanese battleship Yamato along with her
her sister Musashi they represented the
epitome of Imperial Japanese naval
engineering, and because of their size,
speed, and power, visibly embodied
Japan's determination and readiness to
defend its interests against the Western
Powers and the United States in particular.
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This volume gives details  
of all operations by the Royal 
Engineers during D-Day and 
up to the Seine crossing at 
Vernon. It covers I Corp’s 
plans for the assault, 
operations of 6 Airborne 
Division, the assault by 3 
British Division, bridging  
the Caen Canal and the River 
Orne, the construction of 
airfields in France, the capture 
of Le Havre and the Seine 
crossing at Vernon. There are 

many maps and photographs in the book which enhance 
the experience of reading this account. 

2020 N&M Press reprint (original pub 1946).  
xviii+217 pages with 49 photographs and 14  

multi-page colour maps & 31 full page colour maps  

28734 Softback Published at £38  
Early-bird offer £25 

28734HB Hardback Published at £48  
Early-bird offer £35

Vol. 1 – An account of the 
operations included in the tour + 
Vol. 2 – A guide to the conduct  
of the tour. These books give an 
account of operations in France 
and Flanders 1940, and then  
go on to look at operations  
in Belgium and the advance  
of 30 Corps to the Nederrijn,  
1 Airborne Division at Arnhem, 
airfield construction in the 
Eindhoven area, the battle of  
the Rhineland between the Maas  
and the Rhine in February 1945, 
and concludes with details of the Rhine crossing. 

2020 N&M Press reprint (original pub 1946).  
Volume one has xviii+217 pages with 49 photographs 

and 14 multi page colour maps. 

Volume two has x+ 83 pages  with 31 full page colour 
maps (Bound in one volume) 

28419 Softback Published at £45  
Early-bird offer £30 

28419HB Hardback Published at £55  
Early-bird offer £40

The highly regarded ‘Engineers Battlefields Tour’ volumes, have now 
been reprinted by N&MP.  Complete with the excellent GSGS 

cartography from the original 1946 editions. 
One of the best sources of primary material when researching any military campaign are  

the documents that were made at the time, and the Royal Engineers account’s  of the  
campaign in Europe 1944-1945 are fundamental to an understanding of the overall  

picture of operations, and the maps add even more to that picture. 
Prepared just after the war in Europe had finished these volumes where designed for 

succeeding generations of Royal Engineers who would visit the battlefields of Europe after  
the war. Its purpose was to demonstrate the problems faced by the Royal Engineers in the 

major campaigns of the Second World War and the problems they used to solve them. 

What was Geographical Section, General Staff (GSGS)? 
Geographical Section, General Staff (GSGS, also known as MI 4) operated under the Director of Military Operations and 
Intelligence. Its role was to supply maps to the forces, collect data on foreign survey networks, provide training, and 
prepare survey data for Expeditionary Force mobilisation. GSGS was organised into small sections, each of which 
specialised in maps of a particular region. The War Office Map Library, which was also part of MI 4, acquired maps and 
cartographic intelligence data. Senior staff members were usually Royal Engineer officers with surveying qualifications.

ROYAL ENGINEERS  
BATTLEFIELD TOUR: 

THE SEINE TO THE RHINE 

ROYAL ENGINEERS  
BATTLEFIELD TOUR: 

NORMANDY TO THE SEINE 
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